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This master thesis deals with experimental data that were collected through a crash avoidance
experiment (which was lead by Professor Lennart Strandberg) in February and March 1990. Fifty-two
ordinary drivers were instructed to perform two different kinds of manoeuvres on ice to determine the
effectiveness of antilock brakes and of four tyre configurations. Results were reported at the 1991 ESV
Conference. 
The first aim of this master thesis is to check and revise the measured data (used by prof Strandberg in
courses at Linköping University). By checking out many hours of video recordings from on-board
cameras, various protocol inconsistencies and errors are discovered; in some cases it is not possible to
correct them. This work might increase the reliability of any further analysis of these data.
The second aim is to elaborate on the revised data and to test the hypothesis that quick steering is a key
factor to not lose control of the car during a crash avoidance manoeuvre. Different variables are
introduced and used to estimate the steering wheel velocity and lateral friction use.
The results show linear (positive) correlations between lateral friction use and steering wheel velocity.
The greatest steering wheel velocities appear in the tests with loss-of-control and reach values up to
1180 degrees per second. However, the 1990 experimental layout was not intended for this type of
research questions and it seems difficult to determine the causal relationship between quick steering and
control of the car. Some cases of excessive steering input might have occurred. The results indicate that
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skid might be necessary too. Evidently, further research is needed.
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 Abstract 

 

This master thesis deals with experimental data that were collected through a crash avoidance 

experiment (which was lead by Professor Lennart Strandberg) in February and March 1990. Fifty-

two ordinary drivers were instructed to perform two different kinds of manoeuvres on ice to 

determine the effectiveness of antilock brakes and of four tyre configurations. Results were 

reported at the 1991 ESV Conference.  

The first aim of this master thesis is to check and revise the measured data (used by prof 

Strandberg in courses at Linköping University). By checking out many hours of video recordings 

from on-board cameras, various protocol inconsistencies and errors are discovered; in some cases 

it is not possible to correct them. This work might increase the reliability of any further analysis of 

these data. 

The second aim is to elaborate on the revised data and to test the hypothesis that quick steering is 

a key factor to not lose control of the car during a crash avoidance manoeuvre. Different variables 

are introduced and used to estimate the steering wheel velocity and lateral friction use. 

The results show linear (positive) correlations between lateral friction use and steering wheel 

velocity. The greatest steering wheel velocities appear in the tests with loss-of-control and reach 

values up to 1180 degrees per second. However, the 1990 experimental layout was not intended 

for this type of research questions and it seems difficult to determine the causal relationship 

between quick steering and control of the car. Some cases of excessive steering input might have 

occurred. The results indicate that quick steering by itself is not enough to guarantee the total 

control of the car. An early reaction to the skid might be necessary too. Evidently, further research 

is needed. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Report outline 

This report is basically divided in four main parts. The aim of the first one is to give the Reader the 

basic information that will be needed in the following parts of the report. The second one deals with 

different kinds of errors that were found in the data-set this master thesis is elaborating on. Part 

number three shows the analysis and the methods with which it was carried out. Finally, the fourth 

part shows the results and concludes this report with a discussion of them. 

1.2 Experiment background 

This thesis analyses experimental data that were collected through an experiment, which was lead 

by Professor Lennart Strandberg in February and March 1990, on a frozen lake (Hemsjön, north of 

Orsa, Sweden). A detailed explanation of the experiment and the results may be found in an ESV1 

Conference Paper entitled “Crash Avoidance Capability of 50 Drivers in Different Cars on Ice” by 

Strandberg (1991)2. 

Nevertheless, the goal of this Chapter is to give the Reader a basic knowledge about the 

experiment design and some concepts that will later on be introduced and expanded. 

To be more exact, 52 ordinary drivers were asked to perform two different kinds of manoeuvres on 

the frozen surface of the lake. Data were collected from 26 sessions, with two drivers in each 

session. Figure 1 shows the layout of the test track. Lanes were marked by plastic cones, placed 

every ten meters along the lanes (X-coordinate) where the test should take place. The first kind of 

manoeuvre was the so-called Combi (combination) test: the subject was asked to accelerate as 

much as possible through the left lane, from standstill (150-200 meters before the cone at X=0, 

depending on the actual ice friction) to the cone at X=80, and then to apply the brakes till the car 

came to a full stop. Due to the slippery surface, most of the subjects could not stop the car before 

X=160, which made it necessary to turn right during the braking phase of the manoeuvre. 

                                                 
1 Enhanced Safety Vehicles, International Programme administered by the US DOT and NHTSA. 

2 Also available on the Web, see Strandberg (1991) in the List of references. 
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Figure 1. Test track layout. The white dotted circles represent the cones that were removed when 

changing between manoeuvres types. 
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The second kind of manoeuvre was the DLC (Double Lane Change) test: the driver was asked to 

drive at demanded constant speed, which was considered to be skid-provoking, through the right 

lane of the test track with neither hitting the cones nor losing control of the car. The driving speed 

was demanded by the test manager depending on the observed driver’s skill and outcome of 

previous DLC tests. The presence of cones at X=70 and X=80 forced the driver to quickly change 

the lane twice, simulating an avoidance manoeuvre. In Sessions 14, 17 and 19-26 the so-called 

pedal tests, a variation of the standard DLC test, were also carried out: during the second half of 

the test, the subject was supposed to perform some operations with the pedals (either pressing the 

clutch, gas or brake pedal). 

 
Three stationary speed sensors were positioned beside the test track, and identified by the 

abbreviation SS1, SS2 and SS3 (see Figure 1). Members of the staff estimated the stopping 

position of the car for the Combi tests, by referring to the X-coordinate of the cones nearby. 

Four different cars were used and identified by letters (A, B, C, D). Cars A and B were front wheel 

driven Volvo 440GL, while cars C and D were rear wheel driven Volvo 744GL. All the cars were 

produced in 1990 and had a manual 5 gears transmission. A video camera was installed on each 

car, but only car D was equipped with computer connected sensors; therefore the data in this 

thesis only refer to the tests which were carried out with car D. The measured variables were as 

follows: 

1) Steering wheel angle 

2) Yaw velocity 

3) Longitudinal and lateral acceleration 

4) Longitudinal velocity 

5) Throttle position 

6) Brake and clutch pedal depression. 

Data were recorded for 40 seconds. The sampling rate was 20 Hz (except of in Session 1 and 2, 

see Chapter 3). 

The table below shows some of the nominal technical specification of the test car. 

Table 1. Test car (Volvo 744GL) technical specifications. 
Driven Wheels Rear 
Length  4.85 m 
Width  1.75 m 
Wheel base  2.77 m 
Track width-front  1.47 m 
Track width-rear  1.46 m 
Nominal kerb weight with 70kg driver  1370 kg 
Nominal weight distribution   Front: 55% ; Rear: 45 % 
Maximum engine power  85 kW @ 5400 rpm 
Nominal ratio weight/power  11.8 kg/bhp 
Rear to front ratio of brake lining hydraulic pressure Rear same as front 
ABS producer and characteristics Bosch, 3 channels, mutual rear control 
Tyre dimensions 185/65 R15 
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Since the onboard instructor/operator was sitting in the back seat with the measuring equipment, 

the weight distribution of car D is considered to be rear biased. The test car was equipped with an 

optional switch which allowed the driver to turn on or off the ABS, when he/she was asked to do so 

by the instructor. 

 

Two different kinds of studded tyres were available, so that a total of four different tyre 

configurations were possible; the first kind of tyre was called “basic” for it had 70 studs, while the 

second was called “maxi” and had 140 studs. Table 2 shows the different studded tyre 

configurations. 

Table 2. Different tyre configurations. 

Studded tyres 
configurations: 

Understeer Standard Maxi Oversteer 

Tyres at the front axle Basic Basic Full Full 
Tyres at the rear axle Full Basic Full Basic 

 

Among the mentioned tyre configurations, the Oversteering one was found to be the most skid-

provoking, while Understeering tyres made the tests relatively insensitive to the drivers’ skills, since 

it made it easier to hit the cones at X=70 and X=80. Therefore only one session was scheduled 

with the Understeering tyre configuration. 

The outcome of a test was determined by a Loss-of-Control Score (LoCS), with four levels from 0 

to 3. The meaning of each level is as follows: 

0. No steering wheel corrections and no cones were hit. 

1. Some steering wheel corrections but no cones hit (the difference with LoCS 0 was 

subjectively determined by the onboard instructor). 

2. At least one cone was hit, but no complete loss of control. 

3. The driver lost control of the car and the car left the lane. 

Once again, please check out Strandberg (1991) for more details and information about the whole 

experiment and analysis. 

1.3 Motivation of the study 

This thesis has two main distinct aims. The first one is to revise and check the experimental data 

that were to be analysed. This work may increase the reliability of any further analysis of this 

experiment. The second aim is to elaborate on the revised data and to test the hypothesis that as a 

skid occurs, a quick steering input is a key factor to regain car control. The results might contribute 

to the scientific knowledge of human steering behaviour and may be useful in future development 

of active steering control systems. 
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 PART I 

Chapter 2 Background 

2.1 Vehicle dynamics 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Here, the study of Vehicle Dynamics refers to the movement of road vehicles (any kind of vehicle –

passenger cars, buses, trucks, etc) on the particular surface the vehicle is driving. The movements 

of interest are acceleration and braking, ride and turning. The forces imposed on the vehicle from 

the tyre contact area, gravity and aerodynamics determine the dynamic behaviour. The vehicle and 

its components are studied to determine what forces will be produced by each of these sources at 

a particular manoeuvre and trim condition, and how the vehicle will respond to these forces. As 

Gillespie (1992) notes, for this purpose it is essential to establish a rigorous approach to modelling 

the system. 

2.1.2 Coordinate systems 

With regard to the fixed vehicle coordinate system, either the SAE or the ISO conventions can be 

used. As shown in the pictures below, the main difference is concerned with the direction of the Z-

axis, which points downwards in the SAE convention, while in the ISO Axis System it is oriented 

upwards. In both systems, the X-axis points forward, on the longitudinal plane of symmetry of the 

vehicle. The Y-axis direction is defined according to the orthogonal coordinates system being 

considered. The origin of both coordinate systems is located in the Center of Gravity (CoG), which 

is generally defined as the point at which the weight of an object can be considered to be 

concentrated. The vehicle motion is described with respect of the fixed coordinate system, by the 

linear velocities (forward, lateral and vertical) and by the angular velocities around these three 

axes: 

t∂
∂φ

= p: roll velocity around the X-axis;  

t∂
∂ϑ

= q: pitch velocity around the Y-axis;  

t∂
∂ψ

= r: yaw velocity around the Z-axis, 

being the positive directions defined according to the common “right hand rule”. 
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Figure 2. ISO Vehicle Axis System (left) and SAE Vehicle Axis System (right), applied to the test 

car D. 

As a matter of fact, today it is not clear yet which convention is advisable to use. Consequently, 

this paper will refer to the ISO convention, to confirm with the sensor data recorded in the test car. 

 

A fixed inertial orthogonal coordinate system (X0, Y0, Z0) is needed to define the vehicle position 

and trajectory through the course of the performed manoeuvre. Sometimes it is useful to place the 

origin of such a coordinate system at the spot where the manoeuvre begins. Figure 3 shows an 

example of a fixed coordinate system, in the (X0, Y0) plane. 

                        

Figure 3. Fixed Axis System. 
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Four different quantities are defined by four different angles, as follows: 

Ψ : heading angle, defined as the angle between X and X0 in the ground plane; 

ν : course angle, defined as the angle between the vehicle velocity vector V and X0; 

δ : steering angle, defined as the angle between X and the line of intersection of the wheel plane 

and the road surface; 

β : body sideslip angle, defined as the angle between X and the vehicle velocity vector V. 

In order to translate positions between the different coordinate systems, we need to apply the 

following basic vector equations: 

ψψ
ψψ

cossin
sincos

00

00

YXY
YXX

+−=
+=

 

2.1.3 Vehicle model 

Several different approaches to vehicle modeling exist, from simple linear single-track (“bicycle”) 

models up to extremely complex nonlinear models. The modeling is often a question of how simple 

the model can be made, but still be valid for its intended purpose, as a more complex model 

inevitably requires more computation power and is also more sensitive to modeling errors. This 

vehicle model is derived from the equations of motion of a front steered 4-wheel vehicle. 

Figure 4 shows the parameters involved and their definition. The vehicle axes are defined as 

above, according to the ISO convention. The centre of gravity (CoG) is located a little closer to the 

front axle than to the rear axle. The front wheels are assumed to have the same steering angle. 

           

Figure 4. Vehicle model. 
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The yaw, lateral and longitudinal motions of the vehicle are defined as follows: 
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, where J is the vehicle moment of inertia and m is the vehicle mass. 

The composite tire forces appearing in the equations of motion are individual tire forces, obtained 

from the tyre model. They are defined as follows: 

FXF , = lateral force, total front 

RXF , = lateral force, total rear 

FYF , = longitudinal force, total front 

RYF , = longitudinal force, total front 

RTXF , = lateral force, total left 

LTXF , = lateral force, total right 

 
These forces are defined as follows: 
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Tyre slip angles for each of the four tyres are determined from the vehicle states. The tyre model 

calculates tyre lateral force and aligning torque from the slip angle. Please note that steering angle 

is considered as an external input to the vehicle system. 
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The equations of motion governing the wheel rotations are as follows. Please note that the drive 

torque applied to each wheel ( lfW ,τ , lrW ,τ , rlW ,τ , rrW ,τ ) is considered as the external input. 

trrXrrWrrW

trfXrfWrfW

tlrXlrWlrW

tlfXlfWlfW

rFJ
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rFJ

rFJ

,,

,,

,,
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, where JW  is the wheel moment of inertia, rt is the tyre radius and ω  is the rotational velocity, for 

each wheel ( lfω , rfω , lrω , rrω ). 

Percent longitudinal slip for each tire ( lfσ , rfσ , lrσ , rrσ ) can be calculated from the vehicle states. 

 

 

, where the velocity along wheel centreline, for each wheel ( rrlrrflf VVVV ,,, ), can also be found 

from the vehicle states. 
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2.1.4 Single-track model 

The linear single-track (“bicycle”) model, or Riekert-Schunck model, is commonly used because of 

its simplicity. Figure 5 shows the parameters involved and their definition. It is an evident fact that 

this model does not totally represent the dynamic behaviour of a car; nevertheless, the 

approximations and simplifications that are made are reasonable for small values of body slip 

angle. 
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Such a model is used in this thesis to calculate the side-slip angle (Chapter 6), in order to verify the 

validity of my personal judgment of some tests, which I did not consider to be skid-provoking; in 

fact, it has proved to be reliable enough, as it will be shown in Chapter 6. Assuming small angles, 

the body sideslip angle and rate are as follows: 

X

Y

X

Y

V
V

V
V −≈−= arctanβ  

X

Y

V
a−=

°°
ψβ  

YXY aVV +−=
°°

ψ  

 
Figure 5. Single-track (“bycicle”) model. 

We can easily calculate the formula of the front wheel sideslip angle by considering the equilibrium 

at the front wheel itself, in the lateral direction: 

( ) βψαδ sin-sin Vav FF += &  
 
, as well as in the longitudinal direction: 

( ) β=Vαδv FF cos-cos  
 
 By comparing the two formulas above, we can easily findαF . 
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V
a

F
ψδβα
&

-- +=  

 
By performing a similar operation, with regard to the rear wheel (which is not a steered wheel) we 

determineαR . 

V
b

R
ψβα
&

+= -  

 
Where, as it is said above, we assume small values of the body sideslip angle, so that it is 

reasonable to say that ββ ≈sin  and 1cos ≈β . 

2.2 Driver behaviour 

2.2.1 Introduction 

As it is noted by Lay (1998), understanding the behavioral characteristics of road users is an 

essential component of the overall understanding of the road system. Indeed, the efficient 

operation of road traffic ultimately depends on the performance of the human users of the system. 

According to Seiffert and Wech (2003), “humans as traffic participants play a major role with 

respect to failure that might lead to an accident.” To have a better overview of the problem, it might 

be useful to group road users within subcategories. Tables 3 clearly show the significance of 

passenger car occupants (driver and passengers) among the other road user categories, with 

respect to police reported accidents with injuries in 1999 in Europe, United States and Germany 

(source of data: Seiffert and Wech (2003)). 

With regard to Sweden, Strandberg (1998a) shows that the official statistics reveal that 

approximately 50% of all motor vehicle fatalities on icy roads in Sweden between 1988 and 1995 

are represented by head-on collisions and single vehicle accidents (see Figure 6). This might point 

out that drivers need some support when particular road conditions reduce braking performance, 

stability and steerability. Such road conditions can frequently be found in the Nordic area during 

the winter months. 
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Table 3. Distribution of road user groups with respect to police reported accidents with injures 

(1999).3 

 

 
Figure 6. Killed people and number of police reported accidents with personal injuries in Sweden 

distributed between accident types and road surface conditions.4 

 
 

                                                 
3 Source of data: Seiffert and Wech (2003). 

4 Source of data: Strandberg (1998a). 

DISTRIBUTION OF ROAD USER GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO POLICE REPORTED 
ACCIDENTS WITH INJURIES (1999) 

Road User Group 
Europe

[%] 
Germany

[%] 
  United States 
           [%] 

Passenger car occupant                    42 – 63                   73.5                        51 
 
Motorized two-wheeler                       14 – 27                    7.5                        14 
 
Bicycle driver                                       5 – 20                      2                            9 
 
Pedestrian                                          14 – 34                   14.5                        23 
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2.2.2 Definition of driver behaviour 

The goal of this section is to give a clear definition of what driver behaviour means. Different 

studies refer to different aspects of the driver behaviour, which may be confusing to the Reader. 

This is surely due to the fact that driver behaviour is a complex and multi-level quantity, in which 

many different aspects play a role. 

 

According to Lay (1998), the processes performed by the driver might be divided into the following 

nine different tasks. 

(1) Strategy selection. This includes, for instance, the transport mode, choosing the departure 

time, the overall route to take. 

(2)  Navigation. This task determines which roads are to be taken and ensures that the correct 

journey path is maintained during the actual trip. 
(3) Vehicle guidance. This task, also called tracking or course-keeping, refers to which part of the 

road is to be used. Basically it’s defined as a feedback response in which a driver maintains the 

required lateral position by acting on the steering wheel, in response of the vehicle reaction to 

the previous steering inputs. 
(4) Vehicle manoeuvring. This determines how the vehicle is driven from one spot on the road to 

another. For instance, performing a lane-change manoeuvre is included in this task. 

(5) Vehicle control. This task refers to the incremental changes in vehicle position, resulting in a 

vector rate of change of vehicle position. 

(6) Compliance with traffic rules and laws. This is an attitudinal issue determined by the principles 

that are followed by the driver. 

(7) Interacting with traffic. This task determines relationships with vehicles, with all the road users 

in general, and with the roadside. 

(8) Using peripheral communications. This refers to observing the view, using radios, mobile 

phones, navigational equipment and other devices that are commonly installed on cars. 

(9) Responding to unexpected emergencies. This refers to the so-called crash-avoidance 

capability of the driver. 

 

According to Lay (1998), the driver behaviour can occur at four levels, within the mentioned nine 

tasks. 

(a) Skill-based tasks, which employs precognitive psychomotor skills. This supplies automatic or 

routine responses in familiar or usual environments, without conscious reflection from the 

driver. These responses often do not require the full decision making process to be activated, 

for the so-called stereotype behaviours are called into play. This level includes actions in tasks 

(3) to (7), as well as the sensing component of all tasks. The performance of skill-based tasks 
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will improve with training and practice. It is believed that performance deteriorates with age and 

tasks are difficult for older driver to acquire. 

(b) Rule-based tasks, which are based on the selection and application of some behavioural rule. 

They are used when the skill-based tasks are inappropriate. This level includes actions in tasks 

(3) to (7), as well as the perceptual component of all tasks. 

(c) Knowledge-based tasks, which are based on deductive reasoning. They are used where 

neither skill-based nor rule-based tasks apply. Their use is always a conscious decision. This 

level includes most actions in tasks (1) and (2), as well as any situations that are new to the 

driver and the decision component of all tasks. 

(d) Style-based tasks, when the driver has some clear preferences to how some tasks should be 

performed. This level particularly covers the selection of acceptable risks and attitudes to other 

drivers. It is believed that the more experienced a driver is in performing a particular process, 

the more the behaviour tends toward skill-based tasks (and less toward style-based tasks). 

 

The manner in which these nine tasks are performed largely depends on the characteristics of the 

individual driver. Both normal traffic behaviour and reckless behaviour must be taken into account. 

These driver characteristics can be considered under four major headings. 

(a) Psychological traits, such as intelligence, learning ability, motivation, desires, temperament, 

emotional stability and attitudes. 

(b) Sensory abilities, such vision and hearing. 

(c) Physical abilities, such as driving skills, training and mechanical limitations on body movement. 

(d) Medical factors, such the influence of drugs, alcohol, diseases, fatigue and physical 

impairment. 

 

Due to the complexity and different aspects that play a role in the driver behaviour, research on 

this area necessarily has to focus on quite restricted issues. Besides, the characteristics of the 

driving population are of course various, inconstant and, sometimes, even contradictory within the 

same individual driver. It is quite problematic to get a truly representative sample of the complete 

driving population, to analyse in order to draw general and clear conclusions. Yet, it is of course 

possible to get partial indications that, if compared to other studies in the same area, can help us to 

get a better understanding of the “average” behavioural driver characteristics. 

 

For instance, a number of studies have been discussing the actual influence of the introduction of 

Anti-Lock Braking Systems (ABS) on driver behaviour and accidents reduction. The so-called Risk 

Homeostasis Theory has been called into play by Wilde (1994). 
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2.2.2.1 Risk Homeostasis Theory 

According to Wilde (1994), “the Risk Homeostasis Theory maintains that, in any activity, people 

accept a certain level of subjectively estimated risk to their health, safety, and other things they 

value, in exchange for the benefits they hope to receive from the activity (transportation, work, 

eating, drug use, recreation, romance or sex, sports, etc)”. 

This theory claims that when people engage in any activity, they are constantly maintaining the risk 

level they are comfortable with, regardless of safety precautions. The pre-established comfort level 

for risk is defined as a given person’s target risk. It is suggested that the risk can been seen as a 

continuum; therefore, if a person engaging in an activity maintains a higher level of risk than 

acceptable, then the participant will take steps to lower the level of risk. On the other hand, if a 

person is participating in an activity with a lower level of risk than desired, he will make 

adjustments to raise the risk level to his preferred target risk level. With regard to vehicle driving, 

one of these adjustments might be increasing the driving speed, for instance. 

Each adjustment directly correlates with the level of risk for accident or injury. The risk 

homeostasis theory maintains that a “closed loop” is created between the past, present, and future. 

It is further explained by Wilde (1994) that ultimately, “the human made mishap rate essentially 

depends on the amount of risk people are willing to accept”. “In short, the theory of risk 

homeostasis proposed that a nation’s loss due to accidents and lifestyle-dependant disease is the 

output of a closed-loop regulating process in which the accepted level of risk operates as the 

unique controlling variable. Consequently, if it is desired to make an attempt at reducing the rate of 

mishap, that attempt should be aimed at reducing the level of risk accepted by the population.” 

In other words, Wilde (1994) explains that people will change their behaviour in response to health 

and safety measures, but the overall level of risk they display through their actions will not change. 

Wilde believes that his risk homeostasis theory is a plausible answer to why fatality rates in a wide 

range of activities remain the same although additional safety precautions have been added. Wilde 

concludes that risk elimination does not offer the public motivation to live longer. He proposes a 

motivational approach to prevention. 

Different factors are believed to have an influence on the level of accepted risk; these are of a 

cultural, social, or psychological kind. In general, Wilde (1998) explains that the amount of risk that 

people might be willing to take can be said to depend on four utility factors. 

(1) The expected benefits of risky behaviour alternatives, such as gaining time by speeding, or 

fighting boredom. 

(2) The expected costs of risky behaviour alternatives, such as speeding tickets, car repairs, or 

insurance surcharges.  

(3) The expected benefits of safe behaviour alternatives, such as insurance discounts for 

accident-free periods, or enhancement of reputation of responsibility. 
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(4) The expected costs of safe behaviour alternatives, such as using an uncomfortable seat 

belt, being called a coward by one's peers, time loss.  

 

The theory of risk homeostasis (also known as "risk compensation") was primarily developed in the 

road safety area. However, some of the supposedly supporting data come from quite different 

behaviour domains including smoking, settling in flood prone territories and other kind of activities, 

as it is suggested by O’Hara (2004) and Mena (2001). 

An important note has to be added. As it has been reasonably observed by Strandberg (1991), 

“since it cannot be generally falsified, it is doubtful if this should be considered a scientific theory”. 

This is indeed true. Nevertheless, if we look at it as some kind of possible attitudinal tendency, 

perhaps it can be named as a psychological theory, which does not need to be verified rigorously 

(in mathematical terms). Anyhow, excluding the formal aspect of what “label” we give to it, this 

paper will refer to it as a general theory, since that is how it is commonly referred to. To analyse 

whether or not this is a proper definition, is not the goal of this thesis and consequently this 

particular issue won’t be discussed any further. 

 

Wilde (1998) considers a number of cases to be evidences of the validity of this theory. For 

instance, in 1967 Sweden changed over from left hand to right hand traffic. This was followed by a 

marked reduction in the traffic fatality rate. Approximately one and a half years later, the accident 

rate returned to the trend before the changeover. According to Wilde (1998), this would be due to 

the fact that the perceived risk was suddenly significantly higher than the target level of risk; road 

users adjusted their behaviour by choosing a much more prudent behaviour and, as a result, the 

fatal injury rate dropped; after a while, however, people realized –through the mass media as well 

as their own driving experience- that roads were just as dangerous as they used to be. 

Consequently, still according to this interpretation, road users chose less cautious behaviour 

alternatives and the fatal injury rate rose again. Wilde (1998) also mentions that another Swedish 

study indicated that the more traffic safety education in kindergarten and primary school is 

received, the higher their traffic injury rate. This was considered to be due to the greater 

independence and mobility, including the use of a bicycle that better trained children were allowed.  

 

With regard to the Anti-Lock Braking System, which was mentioned in the previous Chapter, some 

studies indicate an apparent increase in single-vehicle crashes involving passenger cars equipped 

with such a device. It has been suggested that people drive faster with ABS-equipped cars, 

because of behavioural adaptation. 

A study was conducted by Mazzae at al. (2001) to determine whether the existence of behavioural 

adaptation might be somehow related to differences in driving speeds between vehicles with and 

without ABS. The data were collected from different sites on the Ohio public roadways, at which 
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speed and license plate number of passing vehicle were measured. Data were collected for 

specified periods during daylight hours, in both wet and dry road conditions. The license plate 

number was used to determine whether or not the vehicle had ABS. Based on these and other 

results from studies within the same research program carried out by the National Highway Traffic 

Safety Administrator (NHTSA), it was concluded that the behavioural adaptation does not occur in 

real driving. 

Strandberg (1995) criticised the results of a study by HLDI (1994), according to which ABS does 

not reduce the risk of accidents. The results were based on a comparison between insurance-

related damage on an annual cost. Nevertheless, Strandberg (1995) found out that when the same 

damage is correlated to mileage (the annual mileage in Sweden was used) the risk index is almost 

10% lower for ABS, on an average. Also, Strandberg (1998b) lead an experiment in which 66 

ordinary drivers were instructed to perform braking manoeuvres with four test cars (with different 

tyres and disconnect able ABS). Since after each test the subjects returned to the beginning of the 

track, where unprotected staff were preparing the next test, they were seriously instructed to avoid 

speeding when returning. The subjects did not know that the returning speed was being measured. 

The results indicated that when off-the-track tests were excluded, the difference between the 

average returing speed with ABS and without was very small. 

 

Clearly, many people disagree with the basic ideas behind risk homeostasis theory. Even though it 

might be reasonable to think that some people adapt their behaviour to changes in environmental 

conditions, does anyone really have an implicit target level of risk? Is anyone calculating enough to 

identify performance benefits that can be precisely traded off against safety improvements? This 

just cannot be the case. Such an approach is destructive and extremely pessimistic, since it 

implicitly means that road safety development is basically of no use and, even worse, all the efforts 

to improve the safety conditions on the roads are just a waste of resources. 

 

The goal of this thesis, however, is not to analyse the possible validity of the risk homeostasis 

theory; therefore, it won’t be discussed any further. Still, I just want the Reader to be aware of the 

fact that different approaches and theories exist, on how to deal with the complex mechanisms that 

rule driver behaviour. In fact, according to Truls (2002), nowadays there is no consensus, 

concerning driver behaviour modelling. 
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 PART II 

Chapter 3 Data checking and refinement 

3.1 Data plotting 

With regard to the sensor measured data, sheets with data plots have been previously printed (see 

Appendix A for an example of how they look like). 

This source definitely represented an important material to consult, since it shows a clear overview 

of the data, without needing to import them in Matlab or Microsoft Excel. Unfortunately, it was soon 

found out that they were incomplete: the first four sessions and other tests from different sessions 

(see table below) did not have any data plots referring to. 

Table 4. Tests with no original data plots. 

Session : Test VTS file Subject’s name Manoeuvre type ABS (Y/N) 

12:45 BB09 Georg DLC Y 
13:32 BD08 Katarina Combi N 
16:37 BG07 Nils DLC Y 
16:39 BG08 Nils DLC N 
20:45 CC15 Leif DLC Y 
21:39 CD11 Håkan DLC (pedal test) N 
21:41 CD12 Håkan Combi Y 
21:43 CD13 Håkan Combi N 
21:45 CD14 Håkan DLC Y 
22:47 CE15 Sixten DLC Y 
23:47 CF11 Milton DLC (pedal test) Y 
23:49 CF12 Milton Combi N 
23:51 CF13 Milton Combi Y 
23:53 CF14 Milton DLC Y 

 

Compatibly with the possibility of placing six subplots with different Y-axis scales, within the same 

figure, I tried to keep the layout of the old sheets to guarantee some continuity between this thesis 

and Strandberg (1991). Please note that Matlab can automatically set the scaling, so that the plot 

properly fits the data it is representing. This means that (generally) scales for variables such 

steering wheel angle, yaw velocity or speed can change, depending on the test. On the other hand, 

this makes small variation a lot more visible without needing to zoom in. 
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Figure 7. Example of Matlab plot, referring to test 14 in session 7 –file OR90AI02. 

All the new plots have been stored on a CD, so that they will be available for further research or for 

anyone who is interested in. 

3.2 First set of errors 
Basically, the sources of data available at this stage were as follows. 

1) Original data plots/revised data plots 

2) Data measured by the sensors installed on the car (VTS files) 

3) A list of all the tests, with the correspondence between test number and VTS5 file, plus 

other information. A part of this list is shown in the Table 6, as an example. (See appendix 

A for the whole document). 

 

                                                 
5 File format used for the sensor measured data. 
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Table 5. Part of original table of VTS files. 

Session Driver 
name 

Man. 
type Car ABS SS2 

(Km/h) Xstop LoCS Tyres File Year Remarks 

01:34 Svante V D N 79.6  2 Ö OR90AC02 46 
Måndag 

12/2 
01:36 Svante V D J 77.8  2 Ö OR90AC03 46 Fm 

01:38 Svante K D N 59.0 187 0 Ö OR90AC04 46 
Temp -

1°C 
01:40 Svante K D J 57.9 175 0 Ö OR90AC05 46  
01:41 Björn K D J 60.8 151 0 Ö OR90AC06 39  
01:43 Björn K D N 59.3 180 0 Ö OR90AC07 39  
01:45 Björn V D J 70.0  0 Ö OR90AC08 39  
01:47 Björn V D N 73.4  3 Ö OR90AC09 39  
01:36 Svante V D J 77.8  2 Ö OR90AC03 46 Fm 

01:38 Svante K D N 59.0 187 0 Ö OR90AC04 46 
Temp -

1°C 
01:40 Svante K D J 57.9 175 0 Ö OR90AC05 46  
01:41 Björn K D J 60.8 151 0 Ö OR90AC06 39  

 

It was immediately evident that some VTS files6 are missing. The table below shows which tests do 

not have a file referring to. 

Table 6 Missing VTS files. 

Session : Test VTS file Subject’s name Manoeuvre type ABS (Y/N) 

05:28 AG09 Anne DLC N 
11:14 No file Eva DLC N 
11:26 No file Nils DLC Y 
13:32 BD08 Katarina Combi N 
15:18 No file Krister Combi Y 
15:20 No file Krister Combi N 
15:22 No file Krister DLC Y 
15:24 No file Krister DLC N 
15:27 No file Björn (b) DLC N 
15:29 No file Björn (b) DLC Y 
15:33 No file Björn (b) Combi Y 
16:37 BG07 Nils DLC Y 
16:39 BG08 Nils DLC N 
17:16 BH04 Lennart (a) Combi Y 
20:45 CC15 Leif DLC Y 
21:18 CD Bjorn DLC (pedal test) N 
22:47 CE15 Sixten DLC Y 
23:51 CF13 Milton Combi Y 
24:44 CG Yvonne Combi N 

 

It was also noted that, according to the list of tests, some files were named in dubious ways, which 

of course caused some confusion. For instance, a missing file from Session 21 is named OR90CD. 

                                                 
6 Because of simplicity reasons, this report mainly refers to the VTS files with two letters and two numbers 

only (for instance “AC02”), disregarding “OR90” (which stands for Orsa Lake, 1990). 
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The same problem was found with file OR90CG, from Session 24. In Session 17 two files were 

named in a very similar way (BH04 and BH04*, the first is missing). 

Re-plotting the data compensated for some missing sheets and showed other errors, some of 

which were eventually corrected. They were as follows. 

1) Tests from Sessions 1 and 2 had a different sampling rate (see table 8 in the next page). Even 

though this fault could not be corrected, these tests can still be taken into account by slightly 

modifying the Matlab programs. (See Chapter 7.1). 

Table 7. Files with different sampling rates. 

Session : test VTS file Subject’s name Sampling rate (Hz) 

01:34 AC02 Svante 33.8 
01:36 AC03 Svante 28.4 
01:38 AC04 Svante 37.5 
01:40 AC05 Svante 37.5 
01:41 AC06 Björn (a) 37.5 
01:43 AC07 Björn (a) 37.5 
01:45 AC08 Björn (a) 35.8 
01:47 AC09 Björn(a) 34.3 
02:12 AD01 Inga-Lill 18.7 
02:14 AD02 Inga-Lill 18.7 
02:16 AD03 Inga-Lill 18.7 
02:18 AD04 Inga-Lill 18.7 
02:19 AD05 Stefan 18.7 
02:21 AD06 Stefan 18.7 
02:23 AD07 Stefan 18.7 
02:25 AD08 Stefan 18.7 

 

2) Files CA01, CA02, CA03, and CA04 (from Session 18) reported an invalid measure of the 

steering wheel angle, to which 180 degrees have been added. This was quite evident since the 

measured value was approximately 180 degrees in the very beginning of the manoeuvre, in 

which the test car was just moving straight forward. Consequently, the same value (180 

degrees) was subtracted to the measure. 

3)  Files BA02, BA03, BA04, BA05 (from Session 11) and BB07, BB08, BB09, BB10 (from 

Session 12) reported value of the clutch pedal position between 0 and -1 instead of 0 and +1. 

The wrong value was corrected. 

4) General printing errors in some of the data plots were found. For instance, data plots referring 

to files BD06 and BD07 (from Session 13) were identical, even though the sensor measured 

data are not. The same problem was found for files CA06 and CA07 (from Session 18). The 

speed diagram for the file AK06 (from Session 9) was incorrect. The mentioned errors and 

some other minor ones were eventually corrected by re-plotting the data. 

5) Some files were copies of each other, i.e. they referred to the very same test. They are as 

follows: BB06 and BB07 (from Session 12), BE10 and BE11 (from Session 14), CD07 and 
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CD08 (from Session 21), CF14 and CF15 (from Session 23). Clearly, only one file of each 

couple has to be taken into account. 

6) File BE15 (from Session 14) is incomplete.  

7) File AG05 (from Session 5) actually refers to an unknown test. 

8) File BB01 (from Session 12) evidently refers to an erroneous test. 

9) File AD01 (from Session 2) is very noisy: some problems must have occurred during the 

measurement. The test this file is referring to will be disregarded. 

 

By cross checking data plots and the file list, some more errors were found: 

1) In Session 19 and 23, three DLC manoeuvres (out of four) were reported to be with ABS 

switched off. This seemed very strange since in every session two tests were scheduled with 

ABS switched on and two with standard brakes. Probably, the tests to which files CF07 (from 

Session 23) and CB06 (from Session 19) refer were in fact with ABS switched on. It has to be 

noted that being the brakes signal constantly equal to the value “2” (see Figure 7) does not 

necessarily mean that the ABS was switched on. That might be due to poor driving skills, for 

the driver was not “pumping” the brake pedal even though the wheels were locked. 

2) File BD06 (from Session 13) is reported to refer to a DLC manoeuvre, but in fact it refers to a 

Combi manoeuvre with ABS. 

3) Two Combi manoeuvres were reported to be without ABS, but in fact they were with ABS 

switched on. The files they refer to are CF02 (from Session 23) and CG02 (from Session 24). 

4) In Session 22, the subject named Nils-Petter drove eight tests (out of fourteen in the entire 

session), while the other subject Sixten just performed 6 tests. 

3.3 Converting VHS to DVD 

3.3.1 Introduction 

All tests that were carried out with the sensors-equipped test car were also video recorded (the 

camera was installed in the back seats). Since the videos were stored on VHS cassettes, it was 

decided to convert them to a more suitable format to be played on computers, such as Audio 

Visual Interleaved files (*.avi). This was due to different reasons. First of all, since these tapes are 

considerably old (fifteen years old) it was a reasonable idea to create a back up to rely on in the 

future. Furthermore, there were two other main reasons behind this idea: to find out if there were 

other errors in the data, which was eventually proved to be the case (see following Chapter), and 

to get a deeper understanding of the experiment design, conditions, and other parameters (see 

Chapter 3.3.3). All the necessary devices and software were available at the Department of 

Science and Technology (ITN), Campus Norrköping. 
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Figure 8. Photo of the studio room 

The converting process mainly consisted in playing the VHS cassette with an ordinary VCR, which 

was connected to an external graphic card. By using its dedicated software, it was possible to 

import clips as *.bin files7. Such a process was very consuming since it was in real time, which 

means that the importing time was exactly the same as the duration of the clip to import. No very 

deep knowledge in the video-editing area and some other technical problems made the process 

even slower. The second operation to perform was to properly edit the movie and to create a 

video-clip to be played with an ordinary media player. The figure below shows a frame captured 

from Session 22. 

Figure 9. Frame captured from Session 22. 

 
                                                 
7 A common type of image files (other types commonly used: *.iso, *.ccd, *.nrg). 
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It was soon clear that, due to the amount of material, some kind of routine was necessary to 

optimise the process. The routine was eventually found and consisted in checking the data while 

the importing process was going on, with simple but effective methods. Since it was possible to 

hear the click on the keyboard that started the measurement, it was for instance possible to 

compare the actual movement of the steering wheel with the one on the data plots; by using a 

stopwatch; also, I could measure the time elapsed from the beginning of the measurement to the 

moment the car came to a stop, and then compare this value with the one reported on the data 

plots. With regard to the Combi manoeuvre, it was possible to verify the stopping position of the 

car, since the radio operator reported it right after the end of the test; verifying whether ABS was 

switched on or off was quite an easy task because of the typical noise. 

Nevertheless, some sessions showed some confusing mismatching between the revised data plots 

and the files list. Since I did not want to stop the importing process and rewind the tape, which 

would have made the entire process even slower, it was necessary to check those sessions 

afterward, for several times. Eventually, other errors were found. 

3.3.2 Second set of errors 

Some tests were not video-recorded, while some other tests were in their place. This is probably 

due to the fact that the onboard operator sometimes forgot to switch the camera on or off, so that 

some tests that were supposed to be video-recorded were in fact not, and vice versa. Of course 

this constitutes a limitation that must be taken into account, since these non-video-recorded tests 

(see Table 9) could not be checked in the way described above. 

Table 8. Non-video-recorded tests. 

Session : Test VTS file Subject’s name Manoeuvre type ABS (Y(N) 

08:25 AJ04 Brigitta DLC Y 
12:32 BB01 Hans DLC N 
12:34 BB02 Hans DLC Y 
19:35 CB08 Krister DLC N 
20:10 CC01 Maria Combi Y 
22:47 CE15 Sixten DLC Y 

 

Furthermore, other data errors were found; in particular, Sessions 12 showed a considerable 

mismatching between the video-recorded tests and the list of tests they were supposed to refer to. 

Table 10 reassumes all the video-recorded tests from Session 12; it is important to note that the 

corrections would have been impossible without the videos. It was noted that the tests to which 

files BB01, BB02 and BB05 refer, were not video-recorded. 
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Table 9. Video-recorded tests of Session 12. 

Test Time 
(PM) 

Manoeuvre 
type 

ABS 
(Y/N) 

Stopping 
position (m) 

LoCS VTS file DVD video file 
(session 12) 

? 1:53 DLC Y  2 No file part 1 
? 2:01 DLC Y  2 No file part 1 
? 2:24 Combi Y 195 1 No file part 1 
? 2:28 Combi N 195 0 No file part 1 
? 2:35 DLC Y  2 No file part 2 
? 2:41 DLC Y  1 No file part 2 

36 3:01 Combi N 185 0 BB03 part 2 
38 3:04 Combi Y 171 0 BB04 part 2 
41 3:15 Combi Y 174 0 BB06,07 part 2 
43 3:28 Combi N 167 0 BB08 part 2 
45 3:34 DLC Y  2 BB09 part 2 
47 3:40 DLC N  1 BB10 part 2 

 

Other kinds of errors were found. 

1) Files BD09 BD10 (from Session 13) refer to erroneous tests that are to be disregarded. 

2) The reported stopping positions of the test car for two Combi manoeuvres were incorrect. The 

test to which file AE08 (from Session 3) refers is reported to have a stopping position of 158 

meters, while in fact it was 197 meters; the same problem was found for file AG04 (from 

Session 5), with a reported stopping position of 134 meters, while the actual one was 140 

meters. 

3) The test to which file CA05 (Session 18) refers, is reported to have a 3 LoCS, while in fact the 

manoeuvre was successfully completed with LoCS 1. 

Besides, some other observations were made: 

1) The videos confirmed that files CF02 (from Session 23) and CG02 (from Session 24) actually 

refer to Combi manoeuvres with ABS switched on. 

2) File AG05 (from Session 5) was video-recorded: it refers to a Combi manoeuvre with standard 

brakes (no ABS). It was not possible to identify what specific test the file refers to. 

3) One more Combi manoeuvre was video-recorded in the end of session 7, but no measured 

data are available. 

4) In Session 11, one extra (erroneous) Combi manoeuvre was video-recorded in between the 

tests to which files BA01 and BA02 refer. No sensor data were recorded. 

5) One limitation of the experiment design is that there was no fixed position for starting the 

measurement. Actually this was already a very well known fact, but the videos make it self-

evident. In fact, it would be a lot easier to calculate the actual position of the car within the test 

track, given a fixed position of the beginning of the measurement and the driving speed of the 

car. 
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3.3.3 Extra information  

Any kind of video clip implicitly contains a considerable amount of information. The entire session 

was usually recorded, which means that the video does not include the tests only, but also the 

parts of the session when the subject was driving back to the starting position of the test track, and 

it was waiting for its turn to drive through it (four cars were used in the experiment, at the same 

time, but only one was equipped with onboard sensors). A couple of funny events were recorded 

as well (i.e. the sensors-equipped car got stuck in a pile of hard snow and the test team had to 

struggle to take it out of there). Even though I don’t speak Swedish fluently, I do understand a bit 

and it was interesting to listen to the comments of the subjects and the conversation with the 

onboard operator. From this point of view, it can be stated that, after all, going through all the tapes 

was almost as good as being there myself. The following Chapters deal with the most important 

aspects that were observed in the videos. 

3.3.3.1 Drivers’ skills and attitude toward the experiment 

This is probably the most important aspect to consider. Not only the tests themselves were viewed, 

but also the other parts of each session (returning to the beginning of the test track, etc). Many 

comments can be made. 

It was observed that a subject (Orjan in session 25), while driving back to the starting position of 

the test track, was intentionally provoking a rear skid and successfully controlling the car. This 

might point out that this driver was quite skilled and self-confident, and the tests might confirm such 

a hypothesis. In my opinion, he was in fact the most skilled driver among the subjects. On the 

contrary, many subjects were slow at realising that the car was skidding, and when they did try to 

countersteer, it was too late. One subject (Krister in Session 15) even lost control of the car, during 

the accelerating phase of a Combi test (however, no sensor measured data from Session 15 are 

available). This might be due to poor driving skills –or perhaps some other factors might also come 

into play, for instance nervousness. On the other hand, some other subjects evidently enjoyed the 

opportunity they were given: even though they lost control of the car during the tests, they enjoyed 

driving on a frozen lake (which is a reasonably safe area) and span around on purpose, when their 

tests were complete. 

A couple of subjects were in fact part of the test team itself, which was clearly shown by the 

friendly conversation and attitude toward the onboard operator and the experiment itself. 

Some subjects were not very familiar with ABS. With regard to this, it has to be noted that at that 

time ABS was not as common as it is nowadays (for instance, in Italy brand new cars must be 

equipped with ABS and other safety devices). This issue will be further discussed in Chapter 5.2.1. 

With respect to Combi manoeuvres, some subjects hit the brakes too late. A couple of drivers did 

not fully understand that they were supposed to stop the car, and the onboard operator had to 
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remind them during the braking phase of the manoeuvre itself. This issue will be further considered 

in Chapter 7.4.2. 

Finally, it has to be noted that some errors due to misunderstandings might have affected the 

results of the so-called “pedal” tests (see Chapter 1.2) since, in my opinion, some of the subjects 

did not quite get what they were supposed to do. Further analysis is needed to determine whether 

or not this was the case. Of course, this is just my personal opinion, which by definition is naturally 

subjective, and might be wrong or biased, since it is only based on watching the video-recorded 

sessions. However, it would be interesting to analyse the results of the pedal tests and hopefully 

they will be presented elsewhere. 

3.3.3.2 Severity of the manoeuvre 

The severity of the manoeuvre was basically judged by observing the way the subject acted on the 

steering wheel. With regard to DLC manoeuvres, the demanded speed for some tests was 

relatively slow and consequently the steering wheel movement was slow as well, and did not 

include any countersteering, for the manoeuvre was not skid-provoking (this particular issue will be 

further discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6). On the contrary, some “pendulum motions” 

occurred in the second half of the test track, in correspondence of the second lane changing. Of 

course the sensors recorded such an event, but because of the reasons that are mentioned in 

Chapter 3.3.2 watching the videos made it a lot easier to pinpoint the exact location where that 

happened, within the test track. 

3.3.3.3 Observed Loss-of-Control Score 

Going through all the tapes also allowed me to revise the Loss of Control Scores (LoCS). In fact, I 

came up with a slightly different definition of LoCS, but still the score notation (a number between 0 

and 3) was kept in order to guarantee some kind of continuity between this thesis and Strandberg 

(1991). The precise definition and some more comments will be given in Chapter 5.2.2. 

3.3.3.4 Weather and ice conditions 

The weather conditions were sometimes not very favourable and of course that directly influenced 

the ice friction. This can be clearly seen in the videos; for instance in Session 14 the ice was 

melting a bit, leaving a thin layer of water over the ice itself. It can also be noted that the ice 

conditions were generally inhomogeneous within the test track itself. Because of time constrains 

sometimes it was not possible to completely remove the snow; consequently during the last tests 

of some sessions wheel marks were left on the test track. 
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3.3.3.5 Miscellaneous 

Some other details were observed. For instance, it was very useful to check the actual layout of the 

test track and the general conditions the test team was working in. With regard to this, it has to be 

noted that a part of the mentioned errors were probably due to fatigue among some of the test 

team members. If carefully viewed, the videos show this aspect as well. For instance, preparing the 

test track took a lot of time. Every time a subject lost control of the car, the cones had to be 

replaced in the proper position. 

3.4 Results 

Refining and checking the data turned out to be the main part of this thesis. Sometimes this task 

was frustrating, since in the beginning it was not expected to find such an amount of errors and 

occasionally the sources of data were in contradiction with each other. This part of the work 

ultimately proved that it is necessary to establish a routine, when a big amount of data, with 

different sources, has to be analysed and/or revised. Also, the phase of converting DVD and 

checking the videos was indeed time consuming, but on the other hand, it was a new interesting 

experience that might result in being the key point of this study. Finally, the tables below reassume 

the results of this Chapter: Table 11 refers to the tests with any kind of error which could not be 

corrected or compensated for (i.e. missing data, erroneous test/manoeuvre, etc.); Table 12 

reassumes all the corrections which have been made. 
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Table 10. Tests with different kind of errors that cannot be corrected. 

Session : Test VTS file Subject’s name Manoeuvre type ABS 
(Y/N) 

Reason 

02:12 AD01 Inga-Lill DLC N Too much noise 
05:? AG05 ? Combi N Unknown test 

05:28 AG09 Anne DLC N No measured data 
11:14 No file Eva DLC N No measured data 
11:26 No file Nils DLC Y No measured data 
12:32 BB01 Hans DLC N Erroneous test 
12:34 BB02 Hans DLC Y Unknown test 
12:? BB05 ? ? ? Erroneous test 

13:32 BD08 Katarina Combi N No measured data 
13:? BD09 Katarina ? ? Erroneous test 
13:? BD10 Katarina ? ? Erroneous test 

14:54 BE15 Kjell DLC (pedal test) Y Incomplete file 
15:18 No file Krister Combi Y No measured data 
15:20 No file Krister Combi N No measured data 
15:22 No file Krister DLC Y No measured data 
15:24 No file Krister DLC N No measured data 
15:27 No file Björn (b) DLC N No measured data 
15:29 No file Björn (b) DLC Y No measured data 
15:33 No file Björn (b) Combi Y No measured data 
16:37 BG07 Nils DLC Y No measured data 
16:39 BG08 Nils DLC N No measured data 
17:16 BH04 Lennart (a) Combi Y No measured data 
20:45 CC15 Leif DLC Y No measured data 
21:18 CD Björn (c) DLC (pedal test) N No measured data 
22:47 CE15 Sixten DLC Y No measured data 
23:51 CF13 Milton Combi Y No measured data 
24:44 CG Yvonne Combi N No measured data 
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Table 11. Corrected VTS files. 

Session : 
Test 

VTS file Subject’s 
name 

Manoeuvre type ABS 
(Y/N) 

Correction 

03:38 AE08 Jörgen Combi N Actual Xstop=197 m 
05:20 AG04 Barbro Combi Y Actual Xstop=140 m 
09:35 AK06 Rauno Combi Y Data printing error corrected 
11:20 BA02 Eva Combi N Clutch pedal position: (0/+1) 
11:21 BA03 Eva Combi Y Clutch pedal position: (0/+1) 
11:22 BA04 Nils Combi Y Clutch pedal position: (0/+1) 
11:24 BA05 Nils Combi N Clutch pedal position: (0/+1) 
12:41 BB07 Georg Combi Y Clutch pedal position: (0/+1); copy of 

BB06 
12:43 BB08 Georg Combi N Clutch pedal position: (0/+1) 
12:45 BB09 Georg DLC Y Clutch pedal position: (0/+1) 
12:47 BB10 Georg DLC N Clutch pedal position: (0/+1) 
13:28 BD06 Katarina Combi Y Actual manoeuvre type: Combi ABS 
13:30 BD07 Katarina Combi Y Data printing error corrected 
14:45 BE10 Rolf DLC (pedal test) Y Copy of BE11 
18:20 CA01 Kerstin (b) Combi N 180° subtracted to SWA 
18:22 CA02 Kerstin (b) Combi Y 180° subtracted to SWA 
18:24 CA03 Kerstin (b) DLC N 180° subtracted to SWA 
18:26 CA04 Kerstin (b) DLC Y 180° subtracted to SWA 
18:27 CA05 Berith DLC Y Actual LoCS: 1 
18:31 CA07 Berith Combi Y Data printing error corrected 
19:22 CB06 Lennart (b) DLC Y ABS switched on 
21:33 CD08 Håkan DLC N Copy of CD07 
23:19 CF02 Kjell Combi Y ABS switched on 
23:29 CF07 Kjell DLC Y ABS switched on 
23:53 CF14 Milton DLC Y Copy of CF15 
24:15 CG02 Åke Combi Y ABS switched on 
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 PART III 

Chapter 4 Research questions 

4.1 Introduction 

The basic idea behind this study is following the common general belief that the faster a driver is 

acting on the steering wheel, the more likely he/she is to recover from a skid. One common 

example that is supposed to be supporting this hypothesis is the steering behaviour of professional 

rally drivers, which nowadays can be viewed in broadcast television (onboard cameras are 

commonly installed on rally cars). Of course it can be stated that ordinary every-day’s driving 

scenarios on public roads have little in common with rally races, and that race cars have different 

handling properties. Nevertheless, the vehicle dynamics laws are still exactly the same; 

furthermore, weather conditions (especially in the Nordic area) can heavily affect the road friction, 

making it a lot easier to have an unintentional skid. This is something every driver has to deal with. 

4.2 Research questions 

The main research question of this thesis can be formulated as follows: 

“What kind of relationship is there between steering wheel velocity and skid-recovery on a slippery 

surface?” 

This is a complex question to answer. It will therefore be divided into two distinct subquestions, 

according to the steps of analysis: 

1) “Are quick steering drivers more likely than slow ones to recover from a skid on a slippery 

surface?”  

With regard to the very experiment being analysed, the first subquestion can be reformulated 

as follows: 

“Did quick steering drivers get a Loss-of-Control Score (see Chapter 1.2) smaller than three?”  

2)  “How is driving speed related to steering wheel velocity?” 

This subquestion will be reformulated as a statement to be tested: 

“The more the lateral friction use, the quicker the driver is supposed to act on the steering 

wheel, in order not to lose control of the car.” 

This statement will be further specified in Chapter 7, when a new variable is introduced and 

analysed. 
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In order to find the answer to the mentioned subquestions, this thesis will also investigate the 

range of values of steering wheel velocity achieved by the subjects. Even though this task is 

not directly related to the research questions, it will be analysed since the results might 

contribute to the scientific knowledge of human steering behaviour. 
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Chapter 5 Methods 

5.1 Selection criteria 

Three different criteria are applied at the same time to select the tests to be included in the 

analysis, as follows. 

 

Criterion a – Double Lane Change and Combi (with ABS) tests 

This thesis focuses on the standard Double Lane Change and Combi (with ABS) tests. In order to 

eliminate variance due to ice friction changes throughout the experiment, measurements from 

Combi (with ABS) tests are used to define a new variable, named Lateral Adherence Ratio (LAR – 

defined later in this Chapter, and analysed in Chapter 7.4). 

The so-called DLC pedal tests are disregarded, since in my opinion they are not suitable for such 

an analysis. If we consider the DLC test as some kind of simulation of an emergency (avoidance) 

manoeuvre, what we want the subjects to do is just what they would do in a “real world”-driving 

scenario. In other words, I just wanted to consider those tests in which the driver was allowed to do 

whatever she/he believed it was necessary and appropriate to do, in order to drive through the test 

track, with the demanded speed, without losing control of the car. Furthermore, my personal 

opinion is that some subjects did not quite get what they were supposed to do (see Chapter 

3.3.3.1). 

 

Criterion b – Video-recorded tests 

The study disregards those tests that were not video-recorded. In other words, that basically 

means that a non-video-recorded test is considered an “invalid” test. 

I am fully aware of the fact that this might be quite a radical choice; this also means that the 

number of suitable tests to be considered was reduced (see Chapter 3). Still, in my opinion it is 

preferable to have totally trustable set of data, which will be available for other studies as well, 

rather than having doubts a posteriori. Please note that this criterion was used for all the standard 

DLC manoeuvres as well as the Combi (with ABS switched on) ones. 

 

Criterion c – Skid-provoking tests 

This study disregards those DLC standard tests that were not skid-provoking, i.e. the driving speed 

was not high enough to provoke a skid. The severity of the manoeuvre was judged by watching the 

video-recorded test; those tests in which the subject did not have to countersteer in order to regain 

control of the car (which means, she/he just had to perform a basic “left-right” action on the 

steering wheel) were considered non-skid-provoking, and therefore were not taken into account. 
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The sideslip angle pre-study (Chapter 6) confirms that those tests were not skid-provoking, for the 

maximum front and rear sideslip angles (calculated through the single-track “bicycle” model) were 

not relatively small. Table 13 below shows which tests were excluded. 

Table 12. Tests with small side slip angles. 

Session : Test VTS file Subject’s name ABS (Y/N) Tyres 
configuration 

LoCS 

05:26 AG08 Anne Y O 0 
07:12 AI01 Kjell-Åke Y O 0 
07:14 AI02 Kjell-Åke N O 0 
13:21 BD03 Mats N S 0 
13:23 BD04 Mats Y S 0 
16:10 BG01 Jimmy N S 0 

 

An important point to make clear is that my personal judgment of the manoeuvre severity may be 

reasonably objective since at the time of video-observation I had not deeply explored and analysed 

the corresponding data files. 

Finally, tables 14 and 15 show the 79 DLC and 44 Combi tests (with 44 drivers) that were taken 

into account in the analysis. 

Table 13. DLC tests with 44 drivers included in the analysis. 

Session : 
test 

VTS file Subject’s 
name 

Subject’s 
age 

ABS (Y/N) Tyres 
configuration 

LoCS 

01:34 AC02 Svante 44 N O 2 
01:36 AC03 Svante 44 Y O 2 
01:45 AC08 Björn (a) 51 Y O 1 
01:47 AC09 Björn (a) 51 N O 3 

       
02:14 AD02 Inga Lill 47 Y O 2 
02:23 AD07 Stefan 27 Y O 2 
02:25 AD08 Stefan 27 N O 3 

       
03:27 AE03 Irma 48 N O 1 
03:29 AE04 Irma 48 Y O 3 
03:32 AE05 Jörgen 51 Y O 3 
03:34 AE06 Jörgen 51 N O 1 

       
04:13 AF01 Jan 48 Y O 1 
04:15 AF02 Jan 48 N O 3 
04:40 AF07 Kerstin (a) 47 N O 0 
04:42 AF08 Kerstin (a) 47 Y O 3 

       
05:14 AG01 Barbro 51 N O 3 
05:16 AG02 Barbro 51 Y O 3 

       
06:25 AH01 Robert (a) 19 N O 3 
06:27 AH02 Robert (a) 19 Y O 3 
06:38 AH07 Lars 24 Y O 2 
06:40 AH08 Lars 24 N O 3 
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Session : 
test 

VTS file Subject’s 
name 

Subject’s 
age 

ABS (Y/N) Tyres 
configuration 

LoCS 

07:40 AI07 Sven-Ivan 50 N O 3 
07:42 AI08 Sven-Ivan 50 Y O 2 

       
08:23 AJ03 Brigitta 42 N O 1 
08:26 AJ05 Sylvia 20 Y O 2 
08:28 AJ06 Sylvia 20 N O 3 

       
09:10 AK01 Robert (b) 43 Y O 1 
09:12 AK02 Robert (b) 43 N O 2 
09:37 AK07 Rauno 41 N O 1 
09:39 AK08 Rauno 41 Y O 1 

       
10:22 AL03 Mats 19 N O 2 
10:24 AL04 Mats 19 Y O 2 
10:25 AL05 Mikael 22 Y O 1 
10:27 AL06 Mikael 22 N O 2 

       
11:16 BA01 Eva 25 Y S 0 
11:28 BA06 Nils 59 N S 1 

       
12:45 BB09 Georg 52 Y S 3 
12:47 BB10 Georg 52 N S 1 

       
13:28 BD05 Katarina 43 Y S 0 

       
14:12 BE01 Kjell 49 Y S 0 
14:14 BE02 Kjell 49 N S 0 
14:39 BE07 Rolf 41 N S 0 
14:41 BE08 Rolf 41 Y S 1 

       
16:12 BG02 Jimmy 19 Y S 0 

       
17:10 BH01 Lennart (a) 44 N M 1 
17:12 BH02 Lennart(a) 44 Y M 2 
17:37 BH06 Ing-Marie 29 Y M 1 
17:39 BH07 Ing-Marie 29 N M 3 

       
18:24 CA03 Kerstin (b) 58 N U 3 
18:26 CA04 Kerstin (b) 58 Y U 3 
18:27 CA05 Berith 44 Y U 1 
18:29 CA06 Berith 44 N U 2 

       
19:16 CB03 Lennart (b) 48 N O 3 
19:22 CB06 Lennart (b) 48 Y O 3 
19:47 CB14 Krister 47 Y O 3 

       
20:33 CC09 Leif 25 N O 2 

       
21:14 CD03 Björn 49 N O 2 
21:22 CD06 Björn 49 Y O 3 
21:33 CD07,08 Håkan 43 N O 3 
21:45 CD14 Håkan 43 Y O 3 

       
22:14 CE03 Nils-Petter 40 N O 1 
22:24 CE08 Nils-Petter 40 Y O 3 
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Session : 
test 

VTS file Subject’s 
name 

Subject’s 
age 

ABS (Y/N) Tyres 
configuration 

LoCS 

22:35 CE09 Sixten 28 N O 3 
       

23:21 CF03 Kjell 47 Y O 1 
23:29 CF07 Kjell 47 N O 3 
23:41 CF08 Milton 45 N O 1 
23:53 CF14 Milton 45 Y O 2 

       
24:17 CG03 Åke 70 N O 3 
24:25 CG07 Åke 70 Y O 0 
24:36 CG08 Yvonne 43 N O 1 
24:48 CG14 Yvonne 43 Y O 3 

       
25:16 CH03 Orjan 27 N O 1 
25:24 CH07 Orjan 27 Y O 2 
25:35 CH08 Tore 52 N O 0 
25:47 CH14 Tore 52 Y O 1 

       
26:14 CI03 Börje 50 N O 1 
26:23 CI07 Börje 50 Y O 3 
26:34 CI08 Tom 49 N O 1 
26:46 CI14 Tom 49 Y O 3 

 

Table 14. The 44 drivers and  Combi tests (with ABS) included in the analysis. 

Session : 
test 

VTS file Subject’s 
name 

Subject’s 
age 

Tyres 
config. 

SS2 
(Km/h) 

Stopping 
pos. (m) 

Starting 
pos. (m) 

LoCS 

01:40 AC05 Svante 44 O 57,9 175 150 0 
01:41 AC06 Björn (a) 51 O 60,8 151 150 0 

         
02:18 AD04 Inga Lill 47 O 50,7 135 150 0 
02:19 AD05 Stefan 27 O 55,3 160 150 0 

         
03:25 AE02 Irma 48 O 68,8 168 150 0 
03:36 AE07 Jörgen 51 O 66,8 159 150 0 

         
04:17 AF03 Jan 48 O 76,1 168 150 0 
04:38 AF06 Kerstin (a) 47 O 67,1 156 150 0 

         
05:20 AG04 Barbro 51 O 59,3 140 150 0 

         
06:31 AH04 Robert (a) 19 O 79,8 190 150 0 
06:34 AH05 Lars 24 O 79,5 165 150 0 

         
07:38 AI06 Sven-Ivan 50 O 61,1 138 150 0 

         
08:21 AJ02 Brigitta 42 O 58,6 126 150 0 
08:30 AJ07 Sylvia 20 O 74,4 157 150 0 

         
09:14 AK03 Robert (b) 43 S 72,3 158 150 0 
09:35 AK06 Rauno 41 S 73,4 148 150 0 
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Session : 
test 

VTS file Subject’s 
name 

Subject’s 
age 

Tyres 
config. 

SS2 
(Km/h) 

Stopping 
pos. (m) 

Starting 
pos. (m) 

LoCS 

10:20 AL02 Mats 19 S 78,6 186 150 0 
10:29 AL07 Mikeal 22 S 74,6 166 150 0 

         
11:21 BA03 Eva 25 S 84,4 164 150 0 
11:22 BA04 Nils 59 S 59,7 118 150 0 

         
12:41 BB06,07 Georg 52 S 76,8 174 150 0 

         
13:30 BD07 Katarina 43 S 54,3 134 200 0 

         
14:16 BE03 Kjell 49 S 63,2 178 200 0 
14:36 BE06 Rolf 41 S 73,2 199 200 0 

         
16:16 BG04 Jimmy 19 S 71,4 185 200 1 

         
17:16 BH04 Lennart (a) 44 M 75,3 205 150 1 
17:33 BH04* Ing-Marie 29 M 62 168 150 1 

         
18:22 CA02 Kerstin (b) 58 U 68 178 150 0 
18:31 CA07 Berith 44 U 73,2 195 150 1 

         
19:14 CB02 Lennart (b) 48 O 73,6 169 150 0 
19:43 CB12 Krister 47 O /// 182 150 0 

         
20:43 CC14 Leif 25 O 70 175 150 0 

         
21:12 CD02 Björn (c) 49 O 73 188 150 0 
21:41 CD12 Håkan 43 O 72,9 172 150 0 

         
22:10 CE01 Nils-Petter 40 O 68,7 169 150 0 
22:43 CE13 Sixten 28 O 67,9 171 150 0 

         
23:19 CF02 Kjell 47 O 72,1 176 150 1 
23:51 CF13 Milton 45 O 71,4 172 150 0 

         
24:25 CG02 Åke 70 O 70,5 192 150 0 
24:46 CG13 Yvonne 43 O 61,9 153 150 1 

         
25:14 CH02 Orjan 27 O 67,6 178 150 0 
25:43 CH12 Tore 52 O 62,6 176 150 0 

         
26:10 CI01 Börje 50 O 61,6 165 200 0 
26:44 CI13 Tom 49 O 63 177 200 0 
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5.2 Involved parameters 

The goal of this section is to present the most important parameters that might have had an 

influence on the test results, and to explain how they are dealt with. 

5.2.1 Anti-Lock Braking System, ABS 
In a Double Lane Change test, being the ABS switched on or off doesn’t seem to have such a 

dynamical influence as it surely has in a pure braking manoeuvre. In fact, the subjects were 

instructed to drive through the test track and to keep constant the speed demanded by the test 

manager. Nevertheless, sometimes they may have spontaneously hit the brakes, when the skid 

reached such a degree that they realised the control of the car was lost and accepted a LoCS 3. 

Each driver’s two DLC test conditions are therefore considered equivalent to each other, from this 

very point of view. 

Referring to what it is said in Chapter 2.2.2.1 about the possible relationship between ABS and 

driver behaviour, one might suggest that being the ABS switched on or off might have had some 

kind of psychological effects on the driver’s “confidence”. Yet, to find out whether or not this was 

the case, is not within the goals of this thesis and consequently it will be disregarded. 

Finally, as it is mentioned in Chapter 3.3.3.1, some subjects were not quite familiar with ABS: some 

of them might have overestimated the stopping capabilities of the car when the ABS was 

connected, while some others might have overreacted to the pulsation of the brake pedal. This is 

probably be due to the fact that in 1990 the Anti-lock Braking System was a relatively new safety 

device that was not installed on all cars. 

5.2.2 Loss-of-Control Score, LoCS 
In this study, the Loss of Control Score represents the only mean to estimate the outcome of a test. 

By going through all the tapes I came up with a slightly different interpretation of the Loss-of-

Control Score (see Chapter 3.3.3.2). Nevertheless, the score notation (a number between 0 and 3) 

is still kept in order to guarantee some kind of continuity between this thesis and the previous study 

by Strandberg(1991). My personal observed LoCS is defined as follows. Since I consider a 

standard DLC test as a simulation of an emergency manoeuvre, I believe that hitting the cones at 

X=110m (see Figure 1) can be assumed to represent a crash into the oncoming car, a very serious 

accident that is.  
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The idea of placing inflatable car dummies8 partly supports this assumption. Consequently, a test 

in which the car hit the cones at X=110m will be considered a totally unsuccessful drive, a LoCS 3 

that is. 

Furthermore, since the difference between LoCS 0 and LoCS 1 is quite subjective, it will be 

disregarded and consequently LoCS 0 has to be considered equivalent to LoCS 1. Please note 

that the following Chapters will refer to this new definition of Loss-of-Control Score. Figure 10 

shows the occurrence of my personally observed LoCS among the 79 valid DLC tests included in 

this analysis: 38% of the tests (33) got LoCS 0-1, 20% (16) achieved LoCS 2 and the rest, 42% 

(30), obtained LoCS 3. 

 

Figure 10. LoCS occurrence. 

5.2.3 Weather conditions 

It may be said that weather conditions have a direct influence on any kind of outdoor human 

activity. Unfortunately, the experiment this thesis is analysing was not an exception. The weather 

conditions were quite unstable and mild, considering the period of the year the experiment was 

taken in. Figure 11 shows the daily measured temperatures. 

                                                 
8 In some sessions, inflatable car dummies where placed on the test track to improve the subjects’ visual 

input. With regard to DLC manoeuvres, one inflatable car was positioned right after the cones at X=110m, 

and represented an oncoming car. Occasionally a second inflatable car was positioned at X=70m as well, to 

simulate the presence of the car to overtake. 
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Figure 11. Daily measured temperatures (Celsius degrees). Please note that no sensor data were 

recorded on the  22nd of February (Session 15). 

The ice conditions were sometimes unstable, even during the same day, and inhomogeneous, 

within the test track. Clearly, this determined a variation of friction that affects the actual severity of 

the manoeuvres, but Stranderg (1991) explains that “time constrains and practical problems limited 

the possibilities to run calibration tests frequently enough”. Taken this into account, an attempt to 

compensate the friction variations will be made by using the Lateral Adherence Ratio (LAR), which 

is defined as the measured lateral acceleration in a DLC test, divided by the mean measured 

longitudinal deceleration in the Combi (ABS) manoeuvre, performed by the same driver. Since 

each subject performed one single Combi (ABS) manoeuvre, the only choice is to compare both of 

the DLC manoeuvres performed by one driver (with and without ABS) with the same driver’s single 

Combi (with ABS) test. Depending on the mean measured longitudinal deceleration in the Combi 

(ABS) manoeuvre, different kinds of LAR were used, as it will be shown in Chapter 7.4. 

 

An interesting note has to be added. It has been observed that driving a car on frozen lakes might 

be slightly easier than driving on an icy road. This is due to the fact that the layer of ice, which in 

that area can be reasonably assumed not to be thicker than a few decimetres, can bend under the 

weight of the car, because of its relative elasticity. This would make manoeuvres slightly easier, 

since the ice may bent to a concave surface while roads are made convex for draining purposes. 

5.2.4 Tyre configurations 
Influence from the tyre configurations cannot be analysed as deeply as I believe it should be. Of 

course, the car handling properties change depending on what kind of tyres the car is equipped 

with. In order to analyse the influence of this parameter, the test conditions for each session should 

be either identical or equally distributed. Most of the analysed tests were carried out with 
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Oversteering tyres, and just a few tests with other tyre configurations. Even though this choice was 

well motivated (see Strandberg (1991)), the tests cannot be grouped in four different categories 

(depending on the used tyres), for the data is too inhomogeneous (see Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12. Number of analysed tests, per tyres configuration. 

Nevertheless, an attempt to use a simpler criterion will be made, with regard to the front tyres only. 

That means that two new tyre configurations are created: Oversteering and Maxi tyre 

configurations are included in the “maxi” front tyre configuration, while Understeering and Standard 

tyre configutations are included in the “basic” front tyres category. Figure 13 shows that this 

categorisation results in more homogeneous distribution of data. 

 

Figure 13. Number of analysed tests, with maxi-studded front tyres and basic-studded front tyres. 

Table 15.Front tyre configurations. 

Original tyre 
configurations: Understeer Standard Maxi Oversteer 

Front tyre configuration Basic Basic Full Full 
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It might be reasonable to believe that, in a pure braking manoeuvre such as the Combi (with ABS), 

the most important tyres are the ones being installed on the front axle, because of the dynamic 

load transfer. Being the Lateral Adherence Ratio directly correlated to the mean deceleration in 

Combi (with ABS) manoeuvre, it might also be reasonable to assume that the Lateral Adherence 

Ratio may be influenced by the front tyre configuration. The results will be shown in Chapter 7.4. 

5.2.5  Subjects’ age 
First of all, Strandberg (1991) observes that the subjects were probably more skilled than the 

average driver on Swedish roads, since they accepted to drive 120 km extra distance with their 

own car (the location of the experiment had to be moved due to high temperature). Therefore they 

might not be a totally representative sample of the driving population. 

With regard to age of subjects included in this study, the younger ones were 19 years old (in fact, 

three drivers were in this age), while the oldest was 70 years old. The mean subjects’ age was 39 

years. Figure 14 shows the drivers’ age with regard to the tests included in this analysis. 

 

Figure 14. Age of the subjects included in the analysis. 

In my opinion, age might have had some kind of indirect influence on the test statistics, in many 

different ways, such as tiredness among older subjects or nervousness among younger and novice 

drivers. Some age related behavioural factors could be called into play as well. Yet, the goal of this 

thesis in not to investigate this particular issue and the subjects’ age won’t be taken into account. 
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Chapter 6 Sideslip angle pre-study 

6.1 Motivation 

In the first stage of the study the severity of a manoeuvre was basically judged by observing the 

subject’s steering behaviour. With regard to Double Lane Change manoeuvres, the demanded 

speed for some tests was relatively slow and consequently the test didn’t seem to be skid-

provoking. The goal of this pre-study is to calculate both front and rear wheels sideslip angles ( Fα  

and Rα , respectively) in those tests, in order to check whether or not such a judgement was 

correct. 

6.2 Methods 

The simple single-track (“bicycle”) model is used. All the necessary formulas are already shown in 

Chapter 2.1.4; nevertheless, it is important to make clear that the mentioned formulas are valid 

under the assumption that the body sideslip angle β  is small so that ββ ≈sin  and 1cos ≈β . 

The calculations are performed with Matlab 6.5 (see Appendix B for more details). The necessary 

data (such as wheelbase and nominal weight distribution of the test car) are taken from Table 1. 

With regard to the weight distribution, it has to be mentioned that the test car was rear biased 

because of the measuring equipment as well as the onboard instructor. Nevertheless, this issue is 

not taken into account in the pre-study, and the actual weight distribution is considered to be the 

nominal one. 

The tests that are considered not to be skid-provoking are shown in Table 13; all tests had a LoCS 

0. Besides, other tests that were considered to be suitable examples of skid-provoking manoeuvre 

are taken into account as well, as a mean of comparison. 
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6.3 Results 

The results of the calculations are shown in the table below. 

Table 16. Front and rear wheel sideslip angles for non-skid-provoking tests. 

Session : Test VTS file Subject’s name Maximum αF 
(deg) 

Maximum αR 
(deg) 

LoCS 

05:26 AG08 Anne 10 9.5 0 
07:12 AI01 Kjell-Åke 9 8.5 0 
07:14 AI02 Kjell-Åke 10 9.5 0 
13:21 BD03 Mats 9 8.5 0 
13:23 BD04 Mats 8.5 8.5 0 
16:10 BG01 Jimmy 10 9.5 0 

 

Some Matlab plots will be shown to give the Reader a better understanding of the results. The 

figures have been magnified in the area where the maximum value of Fα  and Rα  were reached. 

Figure 15 below refers to one of the non-skid-provoking tests (Session 12, test no.23, VTS file 

BD04. The plots for the other non-skid provoking tests are presented in Appendix B). As it can be 

seen, the maximum Fα  and Rα  are quite small and the graph is quite smooth. A similar pattern 

has been for the other non-skid-provoking tests. 

 

Figure 15. Example of Matlab plot of tests with small sideslip angle at the rear wheels (red line) 

and at the front wheels (blue line) - (Session 13, test no. 23,VTS  file BD04, LoCS 0). 

As a mean of comparison it might useful to analyse some other tests that I considered suitable 

examples of skid-provoking Double Lane Change manoeuvre. The selection of these tests was 

made by watching by watching the video-recorded sessions and it’s therefore based on my 

personal judgment of the severity of the manoeuvre. The first example refers to the VTS file CH03 

(test. 16 in Session 25): the driver, named Orjan, was in my opinion the most skilled among the 
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subjects (see Chapter 3.3.3.1). The second example refers to the VTS file CG08 (test no.36 in 

Session 24, the subject’s name is Yvonne). Both tests got a LoCS 1.  

Figure 16 and Figure 17 present the calculated Fα  and Rα . As it can be seen, the maximum value 

of both Fα  and Rα  are significantly higher than the ones calculated for the tests that were non-

skid-provoking. 

 

Figure 16. Example of Matlab plot of tests with considerable rear wheels (red line) and front 

wheels (blue line) sideslip angles (Session 25, test no. 16, VTS file CH04, LoCS 1). 

 

Figure 17. Example of Matlab plot of tests with considerable rear wheels (red line) and front 

wheels (blue line) sideslip angles (Session 24, test no. 36, VTS file CG08, LoCS 1). 

Despite the simplification and assumption that have been made, the single-track (“bicycle”) model 

seems to be reliable enough to perform this kind of calculations. According to the results, my 

personal judgment seems to be correct: the tests that I considered non-skid-provoking in fact 
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resulted in quite small sideslip angles. Furthermore, two tests that I considered severe show much 

bigger values of sideslip angles. 
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Chapter 7 Analysis 

7.1 Filter design for Steering Wheel Velocity 

This paper will mainly refer to the steering wheel velocity by using the abbreviation SWV. Different 

variables, based on steering wheel velocity, will be defined later in Chapter 7.2.4, but still the 

abbreviation SWV will keep having the mentioned meaning. 

The sensor installed on the steering wheel measured the angle (position), but not the rate 

(velocity); therefore it was necessary to derive the steering wheel angle in order to get the SWV. 

Such an operation was performed with Matlab 6.5, by using the simple function “diff”. The figure 

below shows an example of the results. 

 
Figure 18. Steering Wheel Velocity. 

As it commonly happens when deriving this kind of data, the results were noisy. Filtering was 

therefore necessary to reduce the noise. Clearly, a low-pass filter is the best solution to achieve 

this goal; different kinds of low-pass filters have been designed and tried out, but in the end the 

best compromise between attenuation and delay was found with a 3rd grade filter, with ωN set at 2 

Hz (ten times smaller than the sampling frequency, 20 Hz). Figure 19 shows the results. 

 
Figure 19. Filtered Steering Wheel Velocity. 
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Figure 20 below shows the delay of the chosen filter, expressed as number of samples of delay 

between the original signal and the filtered signal, versus frequency. Being 20 Hz the sampling 

frequency, the time window for one sample is 0.05 seconds; this means that the maximum time 

delay of this filter is approximately 0.220 seconds (slightly less than 4.5 samples). 

 

Figure 20. Filter delay. 

As it is mentioned in Chapter 3, tests from Session 1 and 2 had different sampling rates. It was 

therefore necessary to modify the filter characteristics for these tests, depending on the actual 

sampling rate; the filter was designed in such a way to have the same delay as the tests with 

sampling rate equal to 20 Hz. The results are shown in Appendix B. 

 

During the filter-designing phase, the delay was taken into account even though no time-

dependent variables are analysed in this thesis. Nevertheless, this choice seems to be appropriate 

and consistent with the rest of this study, since the results are intended to be a basis for any future 

analysis of this experiment. 

7.2 Steering Wheel Velocity 

7.2.1 Introduction 

Analysing the steering behaviour is indeed a complex task that ultimately depends on the kind of 

manoeuvre is being tested and on the research questions that are to be answered. With regard to 

this, different reports can be read. 

A paper by Mazzae, et al, (1999) looked at driver response to a vehicle entering an intersection, 

with ABS equipped vehicles. “These studies used a right-side intersection incursion scenario to 

elicit a crash avoidance response from human subjects”. 

Both dry and wet pavements were used. The dry pavement tests used 192 subjects, while the wet 

pavement tests used 53 drivers. Speed was limited to (approximately) 72 km/h and 56 km/h in the 
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dry and wet pavement tests, respectively. Two vehicles were positioned at the intersection at the 

stop lines of the crossing lane. The car at the right side crossing lane was pulled approximately 

1.83 m into the subjects’ lane of travel. Realistic artificial vehicles constructed of polystyrene foam 

with image of actual vehicles were used. The average over subjects of their maximum steering 

wheel velocity obtained during avoidance manoeuvres was 262 degrees per second for the dry 

pavement, and 294 degrees per second for the wet pavement. The highest observed SWV 

achieved by a subject was 1159 degrees per second for the dry pavement, and 1335 degrees per 

second for the wet pavement. Ninety-five percent of the observed steering velocities were less 

than 600 degrees per second for the dry pavement , and less than 643 degress per second in the 

wet pavement. 

 

Another study by Maeda, et al. (1977) involved emergency avoidance tests with more than 20 

skilled and unskilled drivers, on dry tarmac. The subjects were instructed to drive at 60 km/h on a 

straight road where many obstacles were placed on the edge, ready to dash out and come to a 

stop at a point 0.2 m across the center line of the vehicle’s path. The drivers did not know which 

one would jump out or when (in some cases, no obstacle at all would appear). They were shaped 

and coloured like the front end of a vehicle and constructed of polystyrene foam. Also, surprise 

tests were scheduled, in which the subjects, having no idea of the test procedure, were asked to 

drive on the test track until a hidden obstacle suddenly dashed out in front of him. The maximum 

steering velocities in the first steering input for emergency avoidance were in the range from 700 to 

900 degrees per second. 

 

Another interesting study by Jones, et al (2000) analysed manoeuvres “that precipitate first harmful 

event rollovers involving fatal and serious injury in sport utility vehicles” (SUV). The authors used a 

database of rollover crashes that were investigated and reconstructed for the purposes of litigation. 

Each of these accidents was reconstructed in order to determine rollover speed and trajectory. For 

those cases in which the reconstruction was successful, a simulation with a three dimensional 

vehicle dynamics computer program was applied in order to determine the magnitudes and rates of 

steering inputs. The results showed that manoeuvres with two steering inputs (right – left or 

viceversa) at speeds of 80-100 km/h are typical in SUV rollovers involving fatal or serious injuries. 

Steering wheel velocities from 600 to 650 degrees per second were common, and could reach 800 

degrees per second. 

 

It is evident that the SWV ranges depend on the manoeuvre being performed, on the surface 

friction, on the driving speed and of course on the driver’s skills. 
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In this analysis, subjects with at least one valid standard DLC test9 were identified by an integer 

number. This choice is of course due to practical reasons, since that made it much easier to handle 

the data with programs such as Matlab 6.5 or Microsoft Excel. The table below shows the 

correspondence between the subjects’ name and the number they are identified by. Please note 

that this Chapter will mainly refer to the subjects by using the numbers they were given. 

Table 17. Subects’ name and subjects’ number. 

Name Age Session Number 
Svante 44 1 1 

Björn (a) 51 1 2 
Inga Lill 47 2 3 
Stefan 27 2 4 
Irma 48 3 5 

Jörgen 51 3 6 
Jan 48 4 7 

Kerstin (b) 47 4 8 
Barbro 51 5 9 

Robert (a) 19 6 10 
Lars 24 6 11 

Sven-Ivan 50 7 12 
Brigitta 42 8 13 
Sylvia 20 8 14 

Robert (b) 43 9 15 
Rauno 41 9 16 
Mats 19 10 17 

Mikael 22 10 18 
Eva 25 11 19 
Nils 59 11 20 

Georg 52 12 21 
Katarina 43 13 22 

Kjell 49 14 23 
Rolf 41 14 24 

Jimmy 19 16 25 
Lennart (a) 44 17 26 
Ing-Marie 29 17 27 
Kerstin (b) 58 18 28 

Berith 44 18 29 
Lennart (b) 48 19 30 

Krister 47 19 31 
Leif 25 20 32 

Björn (c) 49 21 33 
Håkan 43 21 34 

Nils-Petter 40 22 35 
Sixten 28 22 36 
Kjell 47 23 37 

Milton 45 23 38 
Åke 70 24 39 

Yvonne 43 24 40 
Orjan 27 25 41 
Tore 52 25 42 
Börje 50 26 43 
Tom 49 26 44 

                                                 
9 See table 14 in Chapter 5.1 for more details. 
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It is important to mention that some subjects just had one valid DLC test to analyse (see table 

below). This aspect will be be taken into account in order to maintain the statistical independence 

in this study. 

Table 18. Subjects with only one valid DLC test. 

Number Name Session VTS file LoCS Tyre 
configuration 

3 Inga Lill 2 AD02 2 MF 
13 Birgitta 8 AJ03 1 MF 
19 Eva 11 BA01 0 BF 
20 Nils 11 BA06 1 BF 
22 Katarina 13 BD05 0 BF 
25 Jimmy 16 BG02 0 BF 
31 Krister 19 CB14 3 MF 
32 Leif 20 CC09 2 MF 
36 Sixten 22 CE09 3 MF 

7.2.2 Steering Wheel Velocity 

The first variable to be analysed was the maximum peak of SWV. The analysis was carried out 

according to the following steps. 

1) The maximum peak of SWV is calculated for each valid test. 

2) As it is mentioned above, most of the subjects included in this study had two valid Double Lane 

Change tests to analyse. Consequently, two maximum peaks of SWV are calculated for each 

of those subjects. 

3) Clearly, only one maximum peak of SWV is calculated for the subjects (see Table 19) with one 

valid DLC test. 

4) For statistical independence, only the highest value of SWV for each subject is selected and 

plotted. 

 

Please note that these steps are followed for each of the SWV related variables that are analysed 

later in this Chapter. 
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Figure 21. Highest value of SWV, for each subject. 

As it can be seen in figure 21, there is a great scatter: the smallest value of maximum SWV is 76.3 

deg/s (subject no.22) and the biggest is 1180 deg/s (subject no.44). The average value is 669 

deg/s; the median is 696 deg/s. Such a scatter was not expected; however, this seems to be 

consistent with the results shown by Mazzae et al. (1999). 

7.2.3 95 percentile SWV 

The second quantity to be analysed is 95 percentile SWV. That basically means finding the 

smallest value of SWV that is greater than the 95 percent of all the values measured in one test. 

Please note that the calculation was performed according to the steps mentioned in page 51. 

 

Figure 22. Highest value of 95 percentile SWV, for each driver. 
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This time an even greater scatter is present: the smallest value is 18.2 deg/s (subject no.22 again), 

while the biggest one is 825 deg/s (subject no.7). This means that the biggest value of 95 

percentile SWV is 45 times bigger than the smallest. The average value is 303 deg/s and the 

median is 265 deg/s. 

7.2.4 Normalised SWV 

In order to try to find an explanation for the great scatter that is shown in figures 21 and 22, new 

assumptions are made and tested. It is reasonable to assume that the maximum peak of SWV 

might be somehow related to the driving speed, that is: the faster a subject is driving, the faster 

he/she moves the steering wheel (in fact, if the sideslip angles are zero the steering angle is 

directly proportional to the driving speed). An attempt to verify this hypothesis has been made by 

normalising the SWV, which means dividing it with the driving speed (in m/s). This new variable is 

named Normalised Steering Wheel Velocity: its dimensions are [ ] 1−L  and the unit of measure is 

deg/m, which basically means steering angle per travelled distance. This paper will mainly refer to 

it by using the abbreviation Normalised SWV. Different possibilities created different kinds of 

Normalised SWV, as follows. 

7.2.5 Normalised SWV 1 

Clearly, the first idea was to divide the SWV maximum peak with the maximum speed reached in 

the test (in m/s). The highest value reached by each subject was calculated according to the steps 

mentioned in page 51.and the sorted results are plotted in the figure below. 

 

Figure 23. Highest value of Normalised SWV 1, for each subject. 

The smallest value is 6.53 deg/m (subject no.25) and the biggest one is 53.9 deg/m (subject 

no.44). The average value is 32.0 deg/m and the median is 33.8 deg/s. 
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7.2.6 Normalised SWV 2 

The second idea was to divide the maximum peak of SWV with the mean driving speed, within the 

actual manoeuvre. This basically means excluding the beginning of the measurement from the 

calculation of the mean speed. At this stage, it was necessary to find an easy and automatic way to 

define the beginning of the actual manoeuvre. Clearly, the fact that there was no specified location 

for starting the measurement did not help. However, by analysing the data plots it was noticed that 

for most of the DLC tests a good approximation of the beginning of the manoeuvre was when the 

lateral acceleration reached the value +1 2sm  (please note that the ISO convention is being 

used, so that positive values corresponded to the left lateral acceleration). It was eventually found 

out that such an approximation is good enough for 73 (92.4%) of the tests included in this study. 

Figure 24 shows an example of this approximation. As it can be seen, this value of lateral 

acceleration corresponds to the very beginning of the manoeuvre, when the driver was steering to 

the left (first lane change). 

Figure 24. Example of how the beginning of the manoeuvre was defined. 

The beginning of the actual manoeuvre of those tests, for which this approximation was not good, 

was defined by manually selecting the first lane changing. Finally, the maximum peak of 

Normalised SWV 2 was calculated for every test and each driver’s highest value is plotted in the 

Figure 25, according to the steps mentioned in page 51. 
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Figure 25. Highest value of Normalised SWV 2, for each subject. 

The smallest value is 11.7 deg/m (subject no.25) and the biggest is 178 deg/m (subject no.33). The 

average value is 84.3 deg/m and the median is 82.9 deg/s. 

7.2.7 Normalised SWV 3 

The third variable is created by dividing 95 percentile SWV with 95 percentile driving speed within 

the actually manoeuvre (in m/s). The same approximation as before was used to find the beginning 

of the manoeuvre itself (first lane changing). As before, each driver’s highest value of the 

considered variable is plotted according to the steps in page 51. 

 

Figure 26. Highest value of Normalised SWV 3, for each subject. 

The smallest value is 1.07 deg/m (subject no.22) and the biggest is 39.7 deg/m (subject no.26). 

The average value is 15.3 deg/m and the median is 13.7 deg/s. 
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7.2.8 Overview 

Table 20 presents an overview of the results that are showed in Chapter 7.2. As usual, please note 

that the highest value of each variable is selected, for each driver. Some observation can be made. 

1) All the variables show a big scatter; in particular; the greatest scatter is present in 95 

percentile SWV: the quickest steering driver achieved a value of 95 percentile SWV that is 

more than 45 times bigger than the value achieved by the slowest steering driver. On the 

other hand, the Normalised SWV 1 shows a smaller scatter: the highest value achieved by 

the quickest steering driver is approximately 8 times bigger than the maximum value of 

Normalised SWV 1, achieved by the slowest steering driver. 

2) With regard to highest value of SWV, the results seem to be consistent when compared to 

the study by Mazzae et al. (1999). However,  Jones et al. (2000) and Maeda et al. (1977) 

observed smaller values of SWV. 

3) Driver no. 22 achieved the smallest value of three (out of five) SWV variables. 

4) Driver no. 25 achieved the smallest value of the other two. 

5) Driver no. 44 achieved the highest value of two (out of five) SWV variables. 

Table 19. Overview of the SWV related variables. 

 Average 
Value 

Median 
value 

Biggest 
value 

Subject 
number 

Smallest 
value 

Subject 
number 

SWV 668 deg/s 696 deg/s 1170 deg/s 44 76.3 deg/s 22 

95 percentile SWV 303 deg/s 265 deg/s 825 deg/s 7 18.2 deg/s 22 

Normalised SWV 1 32.9 deg/m 33.8 deg/m 53.9 deg/m 44 6.53 deg/m 25 

Normalised SWV 2 84.3 deg/m 82.9 deg/m 177 deg/m 33 11.7 deg/m 25 

Normalised SWV 3 15.3 deg/m 13.7 deg/m 39.7 deg/m 26 1.07 deg/m 22 

7.3 Steering Wheel Velocity versus Loss-of-Control Score 

The second step of the analysis is to investigate the relationship between the previously mentioned 

SWV variables and the Loss-of-Control Score. The research question to be answered is (see 

Chapter 4.2): 

“Did quick steering drivers get a LoCS smaller than three?” 

In order to verify this, the subjects are sorted in the same way as in Chapter 7.2, according to the 

highest value of SWV they reached, and the LoCS they achieved in that test is plotted. Once 
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again, please note that the difference between LoCS 0 and LoCS 1 is disregarded (see Chapter 

5.2.2). 

Figures 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 show the results: each figure refers to one of the different SWV related 

variables that are analysed in Chapter 7.2. 

 

Figure 27 shows the highest value of steering wheel velocity versus the Loss-of-Control Score that 

was achieved in the same test.  

 

Figure 27. LoCS distribution -subjects are sorted according to the highest value of SWV they 

achieved. 

Figure 28 below presents the LoCS distribution according to the drivers’ highest value of 95 

percentile SWV. 

 

Figure 28. LoCS distribution -subjects are sorted according to highest value of 95 percentile SWV 

they achieved. 
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Figure 29 in the next page shows the LoCS distribution, having sorted the subjects according to 

the highest value of Normalised SWV 1 they achieved. 

 

Figure 29. LoCS distribution -subjects are sorted according to highest value of Normalised SWV 1 

they achieved. 

Figure 30 below refers to the LoCS distribution among the subjects if they are sorted according to 

the highest value of Normalised SWV 2. 

 

Figure 30. LoCS distribution --subjects are sorted according to highest value Normalised SWV 2 

they achieved. 

Finally, Figure 31 in the next page presents the LoCS distribution, having sorted the drivers 

according to the highest value of Normalised SWV 3 they achieved. 
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Figure 31. LoCS distribution -subjects are sorted according to highest value of Normalised SWV 3 

they achieved. 

7.3.1 Overview 

The results indicate that the greatest steering wheel velocities were found in the tests with Loss-of-

Control Score 3. Table 21 below presents an overview of the results found for SWV. Since this 

variable is commonly analysed in other studies the Reader will be able to make a comparison. The 

subjects are still sorted according to the highest value of SWV they achieved and they are divided 

in four quarters (44/4=11 drivers in each group). The first quarter includes the eleven slowest 

steering drivers; the second includes subjects from the 12th to the 22nd; the third one includes 

subjects from the 23rd to the 33rd; finally, the fourth one includes the eleven quickest steering 

subjects. 

Table 20. Overview of the results for SWV. 

Subject quarter number LoCS 0-1 LoCS 2 LoCS 3 

4th 0 2 9 

3rd 2 2 7 

2nd 6 3 2 

1st 6 2 3 
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7.4 Lateral Adherence Ratio, LAR 

7.4.1 Introduction and general definition 

The main idea behind the Lateral Adherence Ratio (LAR) is to compensate for the variations of ice 

friction throughout the experiment. In fact, a good estimation of the friction can be obtained by the 

Combi test with ABS: Wallman and Åström (2001) explain that “the majority of friction 

measurements during winter carried out in Sweden, Norway and Finland are done with normal 

passenger cars with ABS and instrumentation to measure deceleration during braking”. Taken this 

into account, the mean longitudinal deceleration performed in the braking part of the manoeuvre 

can be used as a mean of evaluation of the actual friction in the tests performed by every single 

driver and can therefore give an indication of the actual severity of the corresponding DLC tests 

and the driver’s capability of utilising the available friction. 

More precisely, the LAR is defined as follows: 

)__(_
)_(_

ABStestCombiondeceleratimean
testDLConacceleratilateralLAR =  

This definition will be further expanded in Chapter 7.4.3. Being defined as an acceleration divided 

with a deceleration, it is evident that the Lateral Adherence Ratio is a dimensionless variable. Each 

subject that has been included in this analysis, performed one single Combi test with ABS; 

therefore, given a subject number, the mean deceleration in a Combi (with ABS) manoeuvre is a 

constant number. On the other hand, the measure of the lateral acceleration in the same subject’s 

DLC tests is of course a time-based variable, which makes the Lateral Adherence Ratio a time-

based variable as well. 

It must be noted that, being the Combi test with ABS a relatively easy manoeuvre, no drivers lost 

control of the car and achieved a LoCS 0 or 1, so that all subjects have a comparable test to refer. 

7.4.2 Calculating the deceleration in the Combi manoeuvre 

It is common to refer to a negative acceleration as a deceleration. The acceleration is negative 

when its direction is opposite to the direction of the speed. Generally, the definition of mean 

acceleration of an object moving from point (1) to point (2) is as follows: 
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With regard to the Combi manoeuvre, the deceleration can be calculated in two different ways. 
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Where iV  refers to the speed measured by the different speed sensors (SS2 and SS3, in meters 

per second), and iS  refers to the distance between the location of the speed sensor and the 

stopping position of the car (in meters): 

5,123
5,73

3

2

−=
−=

STOP

STOP

XS
XS

 

Since the subjects were instructed to accelerate till SS2, the brakes were sometimes not fully 

applied in the first part of 2S (see Chapter 3.3.3.1); therefore 3d  might be considered a more 

precise measure of the deceleration than 2d . Nevertheless, Strandberg (1991) points out that 

missing data from SS3 is more frequent, since the test staff had to give priority to SS2, which was 

necessary for the evaluation of the DLC test as well, when snow and other factors caused drop-

outs of the sensors.  

With regard to this analysis, 14 subjects (out of 44) do not have a speed measurement from SS3, 

while only one subject (Krister, no. 31) does not have a speed measure from SS2 (43 subjects with 

a valid SS2 measurement). It was therefore decided to use 2d  despite the limitations that are 

mentioned above. 
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Where MAXV is the maximum speed that was measured by the onboard sensors, STOPt  is the time 

elapsed from the beginning of the measurement to the moment the car came to a stop (speed< 0,1 

km/h) and 
MAXVt  is the time elapsed from the beginning of the measurement to the moment the 

maximum speed was reached. Please note that the subscript “1” does not refer to the first speed 

sensor SS1. 

 

Since 1d  refers to the data measured by the sensors the test car was equipped with, it might be 

considered the most precise way to calculate the deceleration. Nevertheless, two drivers (no.26 

Lennart (a), and no.38 Milton) do not have any measured data from the corresponding Combi test 

with ABS, and the calculation of 1d is therefore possible for 42 subjects only (one subject less than 

2d ). Since 8 subjects already already had to be excluded from the analysis because of different 

errors in the data (see Chapter 3), a parallel use of both 1d  and 2d  was chosen to not lose too 

many data. 

7.4.2.1 Deceleration versus front tyre configuration 

Chapter 5.2.4 presented a new tyre classification, depending on the front tyres. The main 

assumption behind this idea is that in a pure braking manoeuvre, such as the Combi, the most 
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important tyres are the ones being installed on the front axle, because of the dynamic load transfer. 

This assumption will be now investigated by plotting the values of both 1d and 2d , depending on 

the front tyre configurations. 

Figure 32 below presents the values of 1d  achieved by subjects that drove the test car  with “maxi” 

tyres being installed on the front axle. 

 

Figure 32. 1d  for “maxi” front tyre configuration. 

The mean value is 1.814 2sm and the standard deviation is 0.3823 2sm . One again, please note 

that subjects no.26 Lennart (a) and no.38 Milton do not have any 1d  since no sensor data were 

collected from their respective Combi tests with ABS. 

Figure 33 shows the values of 1d  for those subjects who drove the test car with the “basic” front 

tyre configuration. 

 

Figure 33. 1d  for “basic” front tyre configuration. 
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The mean value is 2.029 2sm and the standard deviation is 0.3913 2sm . The result is somehow 

surprising: the mean value of 1d  for “basic” front tyres is bigger than the mean value of 1d  with 

“maxi” front tyres. 

Now, the same operation will be performed with regard to 2d : figure 34 below presents the values 

of 2d  for those Combi tests with ABS that were carried out with “maxi” front tyres. 

 

Figure 34. 2d  for “maxi” front tyre configuration. 

The mean value is 1.914 2sm and the standard deviation is 0.3644 2sm . Please note that 

subject no. 31 (Krister) did not have a valid SS2 measurement and therefore the calculation of 2d  

is not possible. Finally, figure 35 shows the values of 2d  for “basic” front tyre configuration. 

 

Figure 35. 2d for “basic” front tyre configuration. 
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The mean value is 2.167 2sm and the standard deviation is 0.5402 2sm . Again, the mean value 

of 2d  achieved with “basic” front tyres is bigger (even though the data are more spread). Table 22 

reassumes the results. 

Table 21. d1 and d2 for “maxi” and “basic” front tyre configuration. 

d1 (42 tests) Mean value (m/s2) σ (m/s2) 

“maxi” front tyres    (29 tests) 1.814 0.3823 
“basic” front tyres   (13 tests) 2.029 0.3913 

d2 (43 tests) Mean value (m/s2) σ (m/s2) 

“maxi” front tyres    (30 tests) 1.914 0.3644 
“basic” front tyres   (13 tests) 2.167 0.5402 

 

With regard to this very issue, it seems difficult to draw general conclusions since only 42 – 43 

tests (for 1d  and 2d , respectively) could be analysed. However, the results seem to be in 

contradiction with Strandberg (1991), who found bigger mean decelerations for tests with “maxi” 

front tyres. On the other hand, the mentioned results are based on data from the test car C as well 

(other test cars were used in the experiment, see Chapter 1.2), which was not rear biased since it 

was not equipped with computer-connected sensors. As it is mentioned before, the test car D was 

rear biased because of the measuring equipment and the onboard operator. This factor might be a 

possible explanation for such results. Evidently the influence of this extra load on the rear axle 

needs to be further investigated in order to find out whether or not this might be the cause. 

7.4.3 Exact definition 

In Chapter 7.4.1, the Lateral Adherence Ratio is defined as follows: 

)__(_
)_(_

ABStestCombiondeceleratimean
testDLConacceleratilateral

LAR =  

It is now possible to be more precise. In fact, LAR can be defined in two distinct ways, depending 

on which deceleration from the Combi (with ABS) manoeuvre is being used ( 1d  or 2d ). 

Consequently, two distinct Lateral Adherence Ratios will be defined as follows: 
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Being the Lateral Adherence Ratio an estimation of the actual manoeuvre severity, it might be 

interesting to see the variation of this variable throughout the experiment. Figure 36 and Figure 37 

present the mean value of maximum LAR achieved by each subject, for each day on which at least 
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one valid session was carried out. In other words, the maximum value of LAR reached in all the 

tests that were carried in the same day (with the same LoCS) is considered and a daily mean value 

is calculated. The Loss-of-Control Score is taken into account as well since it is reasonable to 

assume that tests with different LoCS reached different levels of LAR. With regard to this, LoCS 2 

is excluded from Figure 36 and Figure 37 since the number of tests with this LoCS is too small 

(see Figure 10) to have any significant daily mean value. 

Hypothetically it might be reasonable to assume that, considering one particular LoCS and having 

a very big number of subjects to analyse, the daily mean value of maximum LAR would be 

constant throughout the whole experiment. In reality, every day’s tests were carried out by four 

subjects at the most, of course with different outcomes (Loss-of-Control Scores). This means that 

in the best case each subject’s maximum LAR has a weight of ¼ (25%). In fact, only one valid DLC 

test was carried out on the 21st of February and therefore that driver’s (subject no.22, Katarina) 

maximum value of LAR has a weight of 1 (100%). 

Once again, please note that the Lateral Adherence Ratio is a dimensionless variable and that the 

difference between LoCS 0 and LoCS 1 is disregarded. 

 

 

Figure 36. Daily mean value of maximum LAR1, for tests with LoCS 0-1 (top) and tests with LoCS 

3 (bottom). 
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Figure 37. Daily mean value of maximum LAR2, for tests with LoCS 0-1 (top) and tests with LoCS 

3 (bottom).  

Table 23 presents the mean value and standard deviation of both LAR1 and LAR2, for all the tests 

that are included in this analysis10. All Loss-of-Control Scores are taken into account. 

Table 22. Mean value and standard deviation of LAR1 and LAR2 for any test with LoCS 0-1(top), 

LoCS 2 (middle) and LoCS 3 (bottom).The number of tests for each category is written in brackets. 

LoCS 0-1 Mean value Σ 

LAR1   (30 tests) 1.505 0.262 
LAR2   (32 tests) 1.675 0.506 

LoCS 2 Mean value Σ 

LAR1   (15 tests) 1,799 0.472 
LAR2   (17 tests) 1,731 0.451 

LoCS 3 Mean value Σ 

LAR1   (30 tests) 1.967 0.372 
LAR2   (29 tests) 2.042 0.497 

7.4.3.1 LAR versus front tyre configuration 

In order to get a better understanding of the difference between Lateral Adherence Ratios LAR1 

and LAR2, a comparison will be also carried out, depending on the front tyre configuration. With 

regard to “maxi” front tyres, Figure 38 and Figure 39 present the subjects’ maximum values of 

LAR1 and LAR2. The LoCS is taken into account as well (see the legend in each figure). 

With regard to Loss-of-Control Scores smaller than three, a considerable difference between the 

maximum values of LAR1 and LAR2 is found for subject no.2, 3 and 4. Such a difference is 1.13 for 
                                                 
10 See table 14 in Chapter 5.1. 
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subject no.2; 1.00 for subject no. 3 and 0.96 for subject no. 4. Subject no. 41 (Orjan) achieved his 

maximum value of both LAR1 and LAR2 (approximately 2.6) in a test with LoCS 0-1. In fact, many 

other drivers lost control of the car with lower levels of LAR (see Figure 39). This observation might 

confirm my personal opinion, that Orjan was the most skilled driver among the subjects considered 

in this analysis (see Chapter 3.3.3.1). 

With regard to LoCS 3, no considerable differences between each subject’s maximum values of 

LAR1 and LAR2. Subject no. 34 (Håkan) achieved the lowest values of LAR (1.45). This might be 

considered as an indication of poor driving skills. 

 

Figure 38. Highest values of LAR1 and LAR2 for subjects who achieved it in tests with LoCS 0:2 

and “maxi” front tyre configuration. 

 

Figure 39. Highest values of LAR1 and LAR2 for subjects who achieved it in tests with LoCS 3 and 

“Maxi” front tyre configuration. 
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Figure 40 and Figure 41 show the maximum value of both LAR1 and LAR2 achieved by the 

subjects who drove the test car with “basic” tyres on the front axle. The three Loss-of-Control 

Scores are represented by different colours (see the legend in each figure). 

With regard to Loss-of-Control Score smaller than three, subject no. 20 shows quite a significant 

difference (0.63) between the maximum value of LAR1 and LAR2. Subject no.17 (Mats) reached 

quite high levels of LAR (2.6) without losing control of the car (LoCS 2). 

Only two subjects achieved LoCS 3 (see Figure 41). In fact, subject no.21 (Georg) got a LoCS 3 

with a low value of LAR (1.6), which might be due to poor driving skills. 

 

 

Figure 40.. Highest values of LAR1 and LAR2 for subjects who achieved it in tests with LoCS 0:2 

and “Basic” front tyre configuration. 

 

Figure 41. Highest values of LAR1 and LAR2 for subjects who achieved it in tests with LoCS 3 and 

“Basic” front tyre configuration. 
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Finally, Table 24 shows the mean value and standard deviation of LAR1 and LAR2 for any tests 

that is included in this analysis, depending on LoCS and front tyre configuration. 

Table 23. LAR1 and LAR2, depending on LoCS and front tyre configuration. The number of tests 

included in each category is written in brakets (number of tests with “maxi front tyres / number of 

tests with “basic” front tyres) 

 
“Maxi” front tyres  “Basic” front tyres 

LoCS 0-1 "Mean value σ Mean value Σ 

LAR1  (17 tests / 13 tests) 1.779 0.513 1.437 0.213 

LAR2  (19 tests / 13 tests) 1.700 0.366 1.349 0.111 

LoCS 2 Mean value σ Mean value Σ 

LAR1  (11 tests / 4 tests) 2.046 0.763 1.727 0.355 

LAR2  (13 tests / 4 tests) 1.868 0.576 1.720 0.363 

LoCS 3 Mean value σ Mean value Σ 

LAR1  (27 tests / 2 tests) 1.996 0.523 1.652 0.151 

LAR2  (26 tests / 2 tests) 1.949 0.450 1.691 0.159 

7.5 Steering Wheel Velocity versus Lateral Adherence Ratio 

The goal of this chapter is to answer to the second research question (see Chapter 4.2): 

“The more the lateral friction use, the quicker the driver is supposed to act on the steering wheel, in 

order to not lose control of the car.” 

It is now possible to be more precise: clearly, the “lateral friction use” refers to the Lateral 

Adherence Ratio. In fact, the statement that is to be tested might have been formulated as follows: 

“The bigger the LAR, the quicker the driver is supposed to act on the steering wheel in order to not 

lose control of the car”, but it was not, since at that stage of the report the Lateral Adherence Ratio 

was still an unknown variable to the Reader. However, it should be now clear what the research 

question is and therefore it will not be reformulated. 

 

The following Chapters investigate the possibly existing relationship between SWV and LAR, in 

tests with LoCS smaller than three. More precisely, an attempt will be made in order to find any 

correlation between the five different SWV related variables, which have been analysed in Chapter 

7.2, and two different Lateral Adherence Ratios (LAR1 and LAR2, see Chapter 7.4). Also, an 

attempt to find any possible influence of the front tyre configuration will be made. 
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The analysis is carried out according to the following steps and criteria. 

1) Being the goal to analyse the relationship between SWV and LAR when the subjects did not 

lose control of the car, only the tests with a LoCS smaller than three are taken into account. 

2) For those subjects who had only one valid Double Lane Change test with LoCS smaller than 

three11, the maximum values of both LAR1 and LAR2, reached in that test, is calculated. 

3) For those subjects who had two valid Double Lane Change tests with LoCS smaller than 

three, the maximum values of both LAR1 and LAR2, reached in both tests are calculated. 

Each subject’s most demanding test is included in the analysis, which means that only the 

biggest value of both LAR1 and LAR2 is taken into account. 

4) Basically, at this stage every subject’s biggest value of both LAR1 and LAR2 is selected and 

most demanding DLC manoeuvre is identified. 

5) For the mentioned tests, each subject’s highest value of each of the SWV related variables 

(see Chapter 7.2) is calculated. 

6) At this stage, each subject has its own biggest value of LAR1, LAR2, SWV, 95 percentile 

SWV, Normalised SWV 1, Normalised SWV 2 and Normalised SWV 3. Once again, please 

note that subject no. 31 (Krister) do not have any value of LAR1 and subjects no. 26 Lennart 

(a) and no.38 Milton do not have any value of LAR2. 

7) The data are imported in Matlab 6.5, the function corrcoef is used (each driver’s data are 

represented on the plots by a dot) and the strength of the possible linear correlation is tested. 

Please note that in educational research the correlation between two given data-sets is 

considered statistically significant when the factor p12 is smaller than 0.05. 

8) The possible influence of the front tyre configuration is analysed by dividing the tests 

according to the tyres being installed on the front axle. The strength of the linear correlation 

between SWV and LAR is tested for both the groups separately. 

 

Finally, the results of the linear correlation analysis are presented in the following subchapters. 

                                                 
11 See table 14 in Chapter 5.1 for more details. 

12 The factor p represents the probability of getting a correlation as large as the observed value by random 

chance (when the true correlation is zero): if p is smaller than 0.05, then such a probability will be smaller 

than 5%. 
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7.5.1 SWV versus LAR1 

This Chapter investigates the strength of the linear correlation between five different SWV 

variables and LAR1. Figure 42 shows that no statistically significant correlation between Steering 

Wheel Velocity and Lateral Adherence Ratio1 is found (p=0.28). 

       

Figure 42. SWV versus LAR1, tests with LoCS < 3. 

Figure 43 below refers to 95 percentile SWV versus LAR1. The correlation found for these two 

variables is statistically significant (p=0.006); in fact, it is the strongest among the ones analysed in 

this Chapter. 

       

Figure 43. 95 percentile SWV versus LAR1, tests with LoCS < 3. 

The correlation between Normalised SWV 1 and LAR1 is presented in Figure 44. No strong 

correlation is found (p=0.40). 
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Figure 44. Normalised SWV 1 versus LAR1, tests with LoCS < 3. 

Figure 45 shows the correlation between Normalised SWV 2 and LAR1. The negative correlation 

does not have statistical significance (p=0.59). 

       

Figure 45. Normalised SWV 2 versus LAR1, tests with LoCS < 3. 

Figure 46 presents the correlation between Normalised SWV 3 and LAR1. A statistically significant 

correlation is found (p=0.02). 
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Figure 46. Normalised SWV 3 versus LAR1, tests with LoCS < 3. 

Finally, Table 25 reassumes the results: 95 percentile SWV and Normalised SWV 3 show a 

statistically significant linear correlation with LAR1. 

Table 24. Correlation factors between LAR1 and different SWV variables – linear correlation. 

Variable Unit r P 

SWV deg/s 0.1874 0.2810 

95 percentile SWV deg/s 0.4542*** 0.0061 
Normalised SWV 1 deg/m 0.1454 0.4044 

Normalised SWV 2 deg/m -0.0936 0.5927 

Normalised SWV 3 deg/m 0.3740* 0.0269 
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7.5.1.1 SWV versus LAR1, depending on the front tyre configuration 

This Chapter will still focus on the linear correlation analysis between five SWV variables and 

LAR1. An attempt will be made to find out whether the front tyre configuration had any kind of 

influence on the correlation factors that are shown in Chapter 7.5.1. Please note that in each figure 

the regression line is only drawn for the front tyre configuration that shows the best correlation. 

Figure 47 presents the results for SWV versus LAR1. With regard to “maxi” front tyres, the negative 

correlation is statistically insignificant (p=0.86). On the contrary, the correlation for “basic” front 

tyres does have statistical significance (p=0.03). 

       

Figure 47. SWV versus LAR1, tests with LoCS < 3, ”maxi” front tyre configuration (top) and “basic” 

front tyre configuration (bottom). 

Figure 48 shows the correlation between 95 percentile SWV and LAR1. With regard to “basic” front 

tyres, the correlation is statistically significant (p=0.003) and is in fact the strongest one among the 

ones showed in this Chapter. No statistically significant correlation is found for “maxi” front tyre 

configuration (p=0.09). 
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Figure 48. 95 percentile SWV versus LAR1, tests with LoCS < 3, ”maxi” front tyre configuration 

(top) and “basic” front tyre configuration (bottom). 

Figure 49 presents the correlation between Normalised SWV 1 and LAR1. With regard to “maxi” 

front tyres, no statistically significant correlation is found (p=0.68). On the contrary, the correlation 

factors for “basic” front tyres indicate that the correlation is significant (p=0.02). 

       

Figure 49. Normalised SWV 1 versus LAR1, tests with LoCS < 3, ”maxi” front tyre configuration 

(top) and “basic” front tyre configuration (bottom). 

Figure 50 shows the correlation between Normalised SWV 2 and LAR1. Neither the correlation for 

“maxi” nor the correlation for “basic” front tyres have statistical significance (p= 0.19 and p=0.28, 

respectively). 
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Figure 50. Normalised SWV 2 versus LAR1, tests with LoCS < 3, ”maxi” front tyre configuration 

(top) and “basic” front tyre configuration (bottom). 

The correlation between Normalised SWV 3 and LAR1 is presented in Figure 51. The correlation 

found for “basic” front tyres is significant (p=0.03), while “maxi” front tyres show no statistically 

significant correlation (p=0.23). 

       

Figure 51. Normalised SWV 3 versus LAR1, tests with LoCS < 3, ”maxi” front tyre configuration 

(top) and “basic” front tyre configuration (bottom). 

Finally, the results of this Chapter are reassumed in Table 26. The correlation factors show 

statistically significant linear correlations between SWV variables and LAR1, for tests with “basic” 

front tyres. No significant correlation is found between SWV variables and LAR1 when the tests 

with “maxi” front tyres are taken into account. 
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Table 25. Correlation factors between LAR1 and different SWV variables, for “maxi and “basic” 

front tyre configuration – linear correlation. 

Front tyre 
configuration Variable Unit R P 

SWV deg/s -0.0374 0.8653 

95 percentile SWV deg/s 0.3600 0.0915 

Normalised SWV 1 deg/m -0.0882 0.6888 

Normalised SWV 2 deg/m -0.2806 0.1946 

“Maxi” front tyres 

Normalised SWV 3 deg/m 0.2563 0.2377 

SWV deg/s 0.6161* 0.0329 
95 percentile SWV deg/s 0.7659*** 0.0037 

Normalised SWV 1 deg/m 0.6365* 0.0260 

Normalised SWV 2 deg/m 0.3377 0.2831 

“Basic” front tyres 

Normalised SWV 3 deg/m 0.7744*** 0.0031 

7.5.2 SWV versus LAR2 

This Chapter will present the results of the linear correlation analysis, this time with respect to 

LAR2 As before, the influence of the front tyre configuration will be analysed separately in Chapter 

7.5.2.1. 

Figure 52 shows that the correlation between SWV and LAR2 is statistically significant (p=0.001). 

       

Figure 52.  SWV versus LAR2, tests with LoCS < 3. 

The results of the correlation analysis for 95 percentile SWV and LAR2.are presented in Figure 53. 

A significant correlation is found (p=0.0007). 
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Figure 53. 95 percentile SWV versus LAR2, tests with LoCS < 3. 

The correlation between Normalised SWV 1 and LAR2 is presented in Figure 54. A statistically 

significant correlation is found (p=0.005). 

       

Figure 54. Normalised SWV 1 versus LAR2, tests with LoCS < 3. 

Figure 55 presents the result of the correlation analysis for Normalised SWV 2 and LAR2. A 

statistically significant correlation is found (p=0.036). 
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Figure 55. Normalised SWV 2 versus LAR2, tests with LoCS < 3. 

Figure 56 presents the correlation between Normalised SWV 3 and LAR2. A statistically significant 

correlation is found (p=0.0001). 

       

Figure 56. Normalised SWV 3 versus LAR2, tests with LoCS < 3. 

Finally, Table 27 reassumes the results of this Chapter. According to the correlation factors, all the 

linear correlations have statistical significance. 
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Table 26. Correlation factors between LAR2 and different SWV variables – linear correlation. 

Variable Unit r p 

SWV deg/s 0.5043*** 0.0015 
95 percentile SWV deg/s 0.6646*** 0.0007 

Normalised SWV 1 deg/m 0.4474*** 0.0055 

Normalised SWV 2 deg/m 0.3459* 0.0360 

Normalised SWV 3 deg/m 0.5857*** 0.0001 

7.5.2.1 SWV versus LAR2, depending on the front tyre configuration 

The linear correlation analysis for SWV variables and LAR2 depending on the front tyre 

configuration is presented separately in this Chapter. Again, please note that in each figure the 

regression line is only drawn for the front tyre configuration that shows the best correlation. 

Figure 57 shows the correlation between SWV and LAR2. With regard to “maxi” front tyres, no 

statistically significant correlation is found (p=0.06), while the correlation for “basic” front tyres has 

statistical significance (p=0.006). 

       

Figure 57. SWV versus LAR2, tests with LoCS < 3, ”maxi” front tyre configuration (top) and “basic” 

front tyre configuration (bottom). 

The results of the correlation analysis for 95 percentile SWV and LAR2 are presented in Figure 58. 

Both “maxi” and “basic” front tyres show a statistically significant correlation (p=0.001 and 

p=0.0001, respectively). The correlation between 95 percentile SWV and LAR2, for “basic” front 

tyres”, is the strongest among the one that are analysed in this Chapter. 
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Figure 58. 95 percentile SWV versus LAR2, tests with LoCS < 3, ”maxi” front tyre configuration 

(top) and “basic” front tyre configuration (bottom). 

Figure 59 shows the linear correlation analysis for Normalised SWV 1 and LAR2. No significant 

correlation is found for “maxi” front tyres (p=0.15). With regard to the “basic” front tyre 

configuration, the correlation does have statistical significance (p=0.005). 

       

Figure 59. Normalised SWV 1 versus LAR2, tests with LoCS < 3, ”maxi” front tyre configuration 

(top) and “basic” front tyre configuration (bottom). 

The linear correlation analysis for Normalised SWV 2 and LAR2 is presented in Figure 60. No 

statistically significant correlations are found (p=0.19 for “maxi front tyres and p=0.22 for “basic” 

front tyres). 
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Figure 60. Normalised SWV 2 versus LAR2, tests with LoCS < 3, ”maxi” front tyre configuration 

(top) and “basic” front tyre configuration (bottom). 

Figure 61 presents the correlation between Normalised SWV 3 and LAR2. In this case, both the 

correlations are significant (p=0.01 for “maxi” front tyres and p=0.0001 for “basic” front tyres). 

       

Figure 61. Normalised SWV 3 versus LAR2, tests with LoCS < 3, ”maxi” front tyre configuration 

(top) and “basic” front tyre configuration (bottom) 

Finally, Table 28 reassumes the results of this Chapter. With regard to “maxi” front tyres, 

statistically significant correlations were found between LAR2 and two SWV variables (95 

percentile SWV and Normalised SWV 3). With regard to “basic” front tyres instead, the correlations 

between LAR2 and four (SWV, 95 percentile SWV, Normalised SWV 1, and Normalised SWV 3) of 

five SWV variables have statistical significance. 
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Table 27. Correlation factors between LAR2 and different SWV variables, for “maxi and “basic” 

front tyre configuration – linear correlation. 

Front tyre 
configuration Variable Unit r P 

SWV deg/s 0.3706 0.0682 
95 percentile SWV deg/s 0.5892*** 0.0019 

Normalised SWV 1 deg/m 0.2902 0.1593 

Normalised SWV 2 deg/m 0.2671 0.1967 

“Maxi” front tyres 

Normalised SWV 3 Deg/m 0.4914** 0.0126 

SWV deg/s 0.7377*** 0.0062 
95 percentile SWV deg/s 0.8888*** 0.0001 

Normalised SWV 1 deg/m 0.7470*** 0.0052 

Normalised SWV 2 deg/m 0.3756 0.2288 

“Basic” front tyres 

Normalised SWV 3 deg/m 0.8817*** 0.0001 

7.5.3 Overview 

With regard to the results of Chapter 7.5, some comments can be made. 

1) No significant correlations are found between Normalised SWV 2 and either LAR1 or LAR2. 

The Normalised SWV 2 was defined in Chapter 7.2 as the SWV divided with the mean driving 

speed, having defined the starting point (first lane changing) of the manoeuvre. Since there 

was no exact location for the beginning of the measurement, such a normalisation means 

taking into account the final part of the measurement as well, which in fact does not refer to 

the test itself but to the returning phase. This observation might probably explain why no 

significant correlation were found for the Normalised SWV 2. 

2) 95 percentile SWV and Normalised SWV 3 show statistically significant and in fact quite 

strong correlations with both LAR1 and LAR2, especially when tests with “basic” front tyres are 

taken into account. 

3) With regard to the “maxi” front tyre configuration, only the mentioned 95 percentile SWV and 

Normalised SWV 3 show to have a statistically significant correlation with LAR (to be more 

exact, with LAR2). 

4) On the other hand, when tests with the “basic” front tyre configuration are taken into account, 

the correlation analysis shows that all SWV variables (excluding Normalised SWV 2) have a 

significant correlation with both LAR1 and LAR2. 
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PART IV 

Chapter 8 Results 

This thesis had two distinct aims (see Chapter 1.3). The first one was to revise and check the 

experimental data that were to be analysed: Chapter 3 shows the results. A deep exploration of the 

data was carried out and many hours of video recordings from on-board cameras were checked 

out. Various protocol inconsistencies and errors were discovered: some of them were in fact quite 

evident and therefore required simple operations to be corrected (for instance, the printing errors 

on the original data plots), while others were more difficult to find and were eventually corrected 

(for instance, the various errors in Session 12). Other errors were found but it was not possible to 

correct them (for instance, when erroneous or invalid tests were carried out). 

The data-set now available may be reasonably considered error-free and therefore suitable for 

further investigations. 

 

The second aim was to elaborate on the revised data and to answer the following research 

questions (see Chapter 4.2) 

1) The first research question to be answered was formulared as follows: 

“Did quick steering drivers get a LoCS smaller than three?” 

Figures 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 show the results. The greatest steering wheel velocities were found in 

the tests with Loss-of-Control Score 3. One might have expected that quick steering drivers would 

be more successful than the slow ones; in fact, the tendency that the results indicate, goes in the 

opposite direction. However, it has to be noted the experimental layout was not originally intended 

for this kind of research question. In fact this thesis classified tests rather than subjects. In other 

words, that means that some of these ordinary drivers, even if they were skilled, might have had to 

perfom manoeuvres in which recovering from the skid or even preventing it (at the demanded 

speed) might have been very difficult, if not nearly impossible. From this point of view, achieving a 

Loss-of-Control Score 3 may not be considered as a indication of poor driving skills; it just reflects 

the fact that the control of the car was lost, in that specific test. On the contrary, some drivers might 

have steered slowly because performing the manoeuvre successfully (at the demanded speed) did 

not require any particular quick steering. They consequently achieved small values of maximum 

steering wheel velocity, which may not to be interpretated as an indication of poor driving skills. 

Also “oversteering” might have occurred in some cases. Please note that in this very context 

“oversteering” is to be intended as an excessive steering input. According to Mazzae et al. (1999), 

this is not an infrequent event during crash avoidance manoeuvres: drivers appear “to alter their 
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steering behaviour based on the degree to which they felt the steering inputs were affecting the 

motion of the vehicle in the desired direction”. This might represent one of the inherent features of 

the common drivers’ steering behaviour.  

2) The second research question has been formulated as the following statement to test: 

“The more the lateral friction use, the quicker the driver is supposed to act on the steering wheel, in 

order to not lose control of the car.” 

Chapter 7.5 shows the results of this analysis. Some statistically significant (positive linear) 

correlations were found between LAR and SWV variables. In particular, 95 percentile SWV and 

Normalised SWV 3 showed to be significantly and quite strongly correlated to both LAR1 and LAR2. 

Such a correlation is even stronger when the tests with “basic” front tyres are taken into account. 

The results generally suggest that the statement above might be positively verified. 

With regard to the correlations found for the “basic” front tyre configuration, one consideration can 

be made. It is reasonable to assume that most of the drivers are used to drive their own car with 

the same kind of tyres on the rear and front axles. As it is shown in Table 16 and Figure 13 , the 

“maxi” front tyre configuration is mainly represented by the “Oversteering” configuration (“maxi” 

tyres on the front axle, “basic” tyres on the rear one), while the “basic” front tyre configuration is 

mainly represented by the “Standard” configuration (“basic” tyres on both the front and rear axles). 

The drivers might have been more familiar with the car handling properties with “basic” front tyres 

than those with “maxi” front tyres. If this was somehow found to be the case, it might partly explain 

why the strongest correlations are found for “basic” front tyres.  

 

With regard to the range of values of steering wheel velocity, other comments can be made. Even 

though this does not directly answer the research questions, it might provide some extra 

indications to be integrated with the given answers and somehow contribute to improve the 

knowledge of human steering in avoidance manoeuvres. 

Chapter 7.2 shows quite a range of values for the different SWV variables being analysed. In 

particular, the highest value of 95 percentile SWV is approximately 45 times bigger than the lowest 

one. No studies dealing with other SWV variables than steering wheel velocity (rate) have been 

found. Therefore the comparison with other studies or experiments can only be made with regard 

to the steering wheel velocity. The observed highest value is approximately 1180 degrees per 

second, which might seem very high. However, the results seem to be quite consistent with the 

values observed in other experiments, especially by Mazzae et al. (1999). In that experiment the 

highest values of SWV were 1159 and 1335 degrees per second, for dry and wet pavement 

respectively. On the other hand, other studies by Maeda at al (1977) and Jones et al.(2000) 

observed smaller value of maximum SWV. The former measured values of SWV up to 900 

degrees per second while the latter found maximum values of SWV up to 800 degrees per second. 
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Evidently, the human capability of steering during avoidance manoeuvres needs to be further 

investigated. 

 

Other kinds of observations were made throughout the different steps of the analysis. 

1) The results of Chapter 7.4.2.1 suggest that the car deceleration capability in the Combi (with 

ABS) manoeuvre was bigger when “basic” tyres were installed on the front axle. However it 

seems hard to draw general conclusions since less than 45 tests were included in the analysis. 

The results shown by Strandberg (1991) indicate that the mean deceleration was bigger in 

tests with “maxi” front tyres –when data from another non-rear-biased car (car C) are taken into 

account. This thesis only dealt with the sensor data measured in the test car D, which was 

rear-biased because of the extra load on the rear axle due to the measuring equipment and the 

onboard operator who was operating on it. This might somehow explain the different results; 

however further research is needed to find out if this is the case.  

Furthermore, one might ask why such a categorisation was kept when the main assumption it 

was based on (bigger deceleration with “maxi” front tyres), was not verified. In fact the goal of 

this thesis was to investigate the possibly existing influence of the front tyre configuration on 

the Lateral Adherence Ratios, and it was therefore decided to keep using the categorisation.  

2) Normalising the steering wheel velocity with the mean driving speed (Normalised SWV 2) 

without selecting the end of the test proved itself to be of limited use. In some of the tests, such 

an approach may include parts of the measurement that in fact refers to the beginning of the 

returning leg. A proof of this limitation might be the fact that the Normalised SWV 2 was the 

only SWV variable for which no significant correlations were found with either LAR1 or LAR2. 

3) With regard to the Lateral Adherence Ratios (LAR11 and LAR2), one might have expected that 

the maximum value would not be much bigger than one. In fact, as it shown in Figure 38 the 

highest observed value of LAR (achieved by subject no.4) is 3.7. Different factors might make it 

possible to find such values. For instance, the accelerometer installed on the test car could not 

compensate for roll angle variations. During severe manoeuvres this aspect might have 

contributed to an increment of the measured lateral acceleration. Also, it has to be noted that 

studded tyres have some destructive effects on the ice surface; and that the friction utilisation 

may be poorer when the car is moving straight forward than when it is curving. This is due to 

the fact that when two parallel studs pierce into the ice surface, partially destroying it, the 

following ones have a worse surface to pierce into; this phenomenon is more acute when the 

car is moving straight forward since the studs pass approximately over the same path. This 

may contribute to the high values of LAR since the lateral friction utilisation might have been 

better than the longitudinal one. Finally, it is important to note that the deceleration in a braking 

manoeuvre with ABS does not reflect an utlisation of the actual friction to all its extent because 
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of the rear-biased brake force distribution performed by ABS in order to guarantee both stability 

and steerability. 
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Chapter 9 Conclusion and discussion 

The results of this thesis might be considered contradictory. The biggest steering wheel velocities 

were observed in tests where the subject lost control of the car or hit the cones that represented 

the oncoming car (Loss-of-Control Score 3), but on the other hand the linear correlation study 

(Chapter 7.5) somehow suggests that the more demanding the manoeuvre is (the bigger the 

Lateral Adherence Ratio is), the more drivers need to act quickly on the steering wheel in order to 

not lose control of the car. If this correlation was further investigated and eventually found to be 

true, then why did quick steering drivers get a LoCS 3? Being the quickest ones, weren’t they 

supposed to successfully control the car? As it is mentioned in Chapter 8, the goal of the 

experiment that this thesis is analysing, was not to answer such questions and it therefore seems 

difficult to determine the causal relationship between quick steering and control of the car. Also, 

cases of excessive steering input might have occurred. 

However, a possible answer might be that quick steering by itself is not enough to guarantee the 

total control of the car. Other factors might have to be taken into account. For instance, analysing 

the driver’s reaction time to the skid might reveal some tendencies. In other words, drivers just 

might not need to steer quickly; they also might need to perform such an action not too late. Clearly 

this phenomenon needs to be further investigated. 

It has to be mentioned that some drivers might have steered slowly because they did not need to, 

in order to successfully perform the manoeuvre at the demanded speed. Many hours of video 

recordings from the onboard camera were viewed in order to exclude those that were non-skid-

provoking. Nonetheless, it is inevitable that some tests were more demanding than others, and 

viceversa. Furthermore, it is important to note that the severity of a manoeuvre is related to both 

objective parameters, such as driving conditions (tyres, friction, speed etc), and subjective 

parameters, such as subjects’ driving skills. With respect to this, the Lateral Adherence Ratios 

have been called into play to compensate for different levels of friction throughout the experiment, 

by using the drivers’ mean deceleration in the Combi (ABS) manoeuvre. Such an approach made it 

possible to take into account each driver’s capability of utilising the actual friction. 

 

This thesis indirectly showed the importance of controlling the experiment conditions. When 

carrying out crash avoidance tests, there are nowadays two different options which necessarily 

have to coexist with each other: driving simulators and test tracks (carrying out such tests under 

real traffic conditions would not be acceptable because of clear safety concerns). Choosing driving 

simulators requires less resources (provided that a driving simulator is available) and makes the 

test conditions properly controllable and repeatable. On the other hand, it must be noted that, 

according to the definition of simulation itself, it can be realistic, but not real. As Wallman (1997) 
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noticed, “the speed levels in the simulator are somewhat higher than for real conditions”. Also, 

Mazzae at al. (1999) found that the steering inputs shown during driving simulator tests were 

bigger and faster than those observed in tests carried out on a test track. This is to be “attributable 

to the lack of road feel” (kinesthetic feedback) present in the driving simulator in use. 

The other possible choice is the test track. Besides the bigger cost and more resources needed, 

the main problem of such a choice is controlling the test conditions. Clearly, a very accurate 

planning is needed but other factors can come into play. For instance, the experiment this thesis 

has analysed is a good example of how difficult it might be to deal with unexpectedly changing 

weather conditions. The actual friction is a key point when crash avoidance tests are carried out. 

With regard to this, while planning such (outdoors) experiments it might be suitable to schedule 

simple braking tests for each subject to evaluate its capabilities of utilising the level of friction 

available at that moment. 

 

In conclusion, it is evident that further research is needed. Both the driver behaviour in general and 

more specifically the steering behaviour need to be deeply investigated. Due to the complexity and 

different aspects that come into play, research on this area necessarily has to focus on quite 

restricted issues and the literature is therefore very fragmented. It seems quite problematic to get 

true generic conclusions about the average driver’s steering behaviour. Nevertheless, the 

combination of deeper research and better driving education might develop (in a not too far future) 

in an active steering control system which could support the drivers to execute proper steering 

inputs. I hope that this thesis might contribute to the scientific knowledge of human steering 

behaviour and somehow to the future development of such a safety device. 
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 Appendix A 
 

One example of the original data plots (from test no.14 in Session 7) is presented. For the 

complete original (“VTS”) file list, see the following pages of Appendix A. 
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Session Driver Man Car ABS SS2 Xstop LoCS Tyres File Year Remarks 
:Test 
no. name type     km/h (m)       born   

                        
01:34 Svante V D N 79.6  2 * Ö OR90AC.2 46 Måndag 12/2 
01:36 Svante V D J 77.8  2 * Ö OR90AC.3 46 Fm 
01:38 Svante K D N 59.0 187 9 Ö OR90AC.4 46 Temp -1c 
01:40 Svante K D J 57.9 175 9 Ö OR90AC.5 46  
01:41 Björn K D J 60.8 151 9 Ö OR90AC.6 39  
01:43 Björn K D N 59.3 180 9 Ö OR90AC.7 39  
01:45 Björn V D J 70.0  9 Ö OR90AC.8 39  
01:47 Björn V D N 73.4  3 * Ö OR90AC.9 39  
02:12 Inga-Lill V D N 68.7  3 * Ö OR90AD.1 43 Em 
02:14 Inga-Lill V D J 56.5  M7 Ö OR90AD.2 43  
02:16 Inga-Lill K D N 41.4 117 error Ö OR90AD.3 43 Wrong manoeuvre. 
02:18 Inga-Lill K D J 50.7 135 9 Ö OR90AD.4 43  
02:19 Stefan K D J 55.3 160 9 Ö OR90AD.5 63  
02:21 Stefan K D N 60.8 182 1 * Ö OR90AD.6 63  
02:23 Stefan V D J 76.8  M7 Ö OR90AD.7 63  
02:25 Stefan V D N 75.9  3 * Ö OR90AD.8 63  
03:23 Irma K D N 60.2 161 3 Ö OR90AE.1 42 Tisdag 13/2 
03:25 Irma K D J 68.8 168 1 Ö OR90AE.2 42 Fm 
03:27 Irma V D N 77.2  0 Ö OR90AE.3 42 Snöar 
03:29 Irma V D J 83.7  3 Ö OR90AE.4 42 Temp -0.5c 
03:32 Jörgen V D J 77.9  3 * Ö OR90AE.5 39  
03:34 Jörgen V D N 75.5  9 Ö OR90AE.6 39  
03:36 Jörgen K D J 66.8 159 9 Ö OR90AE.7 39  
03:38 Jörgen K D N 63.2 158 9 Ö OR90AE.8 39  
04:13 Jan V D J 80.6  1 Ö OR90AF:1 42 Em 
04:15 Jan V D N 82.0  3 Ö OR90AF:2 42 Snö på banan 
04:17 Jan K D J 76.1 168 0 Ö OR90AF:3 42 Temp -0.6c 
04:19 Jan K D N 80.8 200 3 Ö OR90AF:4 42  
04:36 Kerstin K D N 67.6 180 2 Ö OR90AF:5 43  
04:38 Kerstin K D J 67.1 156 0 Ö OR90AF:6 43  
04:40 Kerstin V D N 72.0  0 Ö OR90AF:7 43  
04:42 Kerstin V D J 72.3  3 Ö OR90AF:8 43  
05:14 Barbro V D N 68.0  3 Ö OR90AG.1 47 Onsdag 14/2 
05:16 Barbro V D J 72.3  3 Ö OR90AG.2 47 Fm 
05:18 Barbro K D N 58.2 145 error Ö OR90AG.3 47 Wrong side H10.5 
05:20 Barbro K D J 59.3 134 0 Ö OR90AG.4 47 Temp -0.3c 
05:23 Anne K D N 60.0 160 0 Ö OR90AG.6 45 Snöar 
05:25 Anne K D J 63.8 134 0 Ö OR90AG.7 45  
05:26 Anne V D J 55.7  0 Ö OR90AG.8 45  
05:28 Anne V D N 66.8  M7 Ö OR90AG.9 45 Temp 1.3c 
06:25 Robert V D N 71.1  3 Ö OR90AH.1 71 Em 
06:27 Robert V D J 65.7  3 Ö OR90AH.2 71 Temp -0.5c 
06:29 Robert K D N 77.0 205 0 Ö OR90AH.3 71  
06:31 Robert K D J 78.9 190 9 Ö OR90AH.4 71  
06:34 Lars K D J 79.5 165 0 Ö OR90AH.5 66  
06:36 Lars K D N 78.2 198 0 Ö OR90AH.6 66  
06:38 Lars V D J 68.7  2 Ö OR90AH.7 66  
06:40 Lars V D J 68.2  2 Ö OR90AH.8 66  
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Session Driver Man Car ABS SS2 Xstop LoCS Tyres File Year Remarks 
:Test 
no. name type     km/h (m)       born   

07:12 Kjell-Åke V D J 61.6  M8 Ö OR90AI.1 45 Torsdag 15/2 
07:14 Kjell-Åke V D N 68.4  0 Ö OR90AI.2 45 Fm 
07:16 Kjell-Åke K D J 77.8 158 0 Ö ER 45 Temp -3c 
07:18 Kjell-Åke K D N 66.8 161 9 Ö OR90AI.4 45 Moln 100% 

07:36 
Sven-
Ivan K D N 62.3 145 0 Ö OR90AI.5 40 Packad snö - 

07:38 
Sven-
Ivan K D J 61.1 138 0 Ö OR90AI.6 40 på isen 

07:40 
Sven-
Ivan V D N 76.3  3 Ö OR90AI.7 40 Bil hinder 

07:42 
Sven-
Ivan V D J 65.6  2 Ö OR90AI.8 40  

08:19 Birgitta K D N 55.8 122 0 Ö OR90AJ.1 48 Em 
08:21 Birgitta K D J 58.6 126 1 Ö OR90AJ.2 48  
08:23 Birgitta V D N 61.2  0 * Ö OR90AJ.3 48  
08:25 Birgitta V D J 66.3  3 Ö OR90AJ.4 48  
08:26 Sylvia V D J 56.9  2 Ö OR90AJ.5 70  
08:28 Sylvia V D N 66.8  3 Ö OR90AJ.6 70  
08:30 Sylvia K D J 74.4 157 1 Ö OR90AJ.7 70  
08:32 Sylvia K D N 74.0 182 1 Ö OR90AJ.8 70 Temp -4c 
09:10 Robert V D J 67.7  1 S OR90Ak.1 47 Fredag 16/2 
09:12 Robert V D N 74.8  2 S OR90Ak.2 47 Fm 
09:14 Robert K D J 72.3 158 1 S OR90Ak.3 47 Temp -9.5c 
09:16 Robert K D N 69.7 162 1 S OR90Ak.4 47 Solklart" 
09:33 Rauno K D N 70.2 159 0 S OR90Ak.5 49  
09:35 Rauno K D J 73.4 148 0 S OR90Ak.6 49  
09:37 Rauno V D N 68.5  1 S OR90Ak.7 49  
09:39 Rauno V D J 68.8  1 S OR90Ak.8 49  
10:18 Mats K D N 79.1 186 0 S OR90AL.1 71 Em 
10:20 Mats K D J 78.6 186 1 S OR90AL.2 71 Temp -2c 
10:22 Mats V D N 72.3  2 S OR90AL.3 71  
10:24 Mats V D J 70.2  2 * S OR90AL.4 71  
10:25 Mikael V D J 69.9  1 S OR90AL.5 68  
10:27 Mikael V D N 71.4  2 S OR90AL.6 68  
10:29 Mikael K D J 74.6 166 1 S OR90AL.7 68  
10:31 Mikael K D N 69.9 155 1 S OR90AL.8 68  
11:14 Eva V D N 67.1  1 S ER 65 Måndag 19/2 
11:16 Eva V D J 71.6  1 S OR90BA.1 65 Fm 
11:20 Eva K D N 83.7 181 1 S OR90BA.2 65 Temp 0.0c 
11:21 Eva K D J 84.4 164 0 S OR90BA.3 65  
11:22 Nils K D J 59.7 118 0 S OR90BA.4 31  
11:24 Nils K D N 75.9 160 0 S OR90BA.5 31  
11:26 Nils V D J 60.0  0 S ER 31 Temp 2c 
11:28 Nils V D N 66.6  1 S OR90BA.6 31 Klart/halvk. 
12:32 Hans V D N 64.8  0 S OR90BB.1 44 Em 
12:34 Hans V D J 75.1  2 S OR90BB.2 44  
12:36 Hans K D N 88.8 185 0 S OR90BB.3 44  
12:38 Hans K D J 85.9 171 0 S OR90BB.4 44  
12:41 Georg K D J 76.8 174 0 S OR90BB6.7 38  
12:43 Georg K D N 75.1 167 0 S OR90BB.8 38 Temp 1.2c 
12:45 Georg V D J 81.1  2 S OR90BB.9 38 Moln 100% 
12:47 Georg V D N 67.7  1 S OR90BB.10 38 Blåsigt 
13:17 Mats K D N 53.3 145 0 S OR90BD.1 43 Onsdag 21/2 
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Session Driver Man Car ABS SS2 Xstop LoCS Tyres File Year Remarks 
:Test 
no. name type     km/h (m)       born   

13:19 Mats k D J 56.8 142 0 S OR90BD.2 43 Em 
13:21 Mats V D N 53.4  0 S OR90BD.3 43  
13:23 Mats V D J 62.7  1 S OR90BD.4 43  
13:27 Catharina V D J 52.4  0 S OR90BD.5 47  
13:28 Catharina V D N 61.4  2 S OR90BD.6 47  
13:30 Catharina K D J 54.3 134 0 S OR90BD.7 47  
13:32 Catharina K D N 56.8 146 0 S OR90BD.8 47  
14:12 Kjell V D J 62.0  1 S OR90BE.1 41 Torsdag 22/2 
14:14 Kjell V D N 67.7  1 S OR90BE.2 41 FM 
14:16 Kjell K D J 63.2 178 0 S OR90BE.3 41 Temp 2c 
14:18 Kjell K D N 58.6 162 0 S OR90BE.4 41 Halvklart 
14:35 Rolf K D N 69.7 196 1 S OR90BE.5 49  
14:36 Rolf K D J 73.2 199 0 S OR90BE.6 49  
14:39 Rolf V D N 71.1  0 S OR90BE.7 49  
14:41 Rolf V D J 73.0  1 S OR90BE.8 49 Hinder i 
14.43 Rolf VG D J 66.6  M7 S OR90BE.9 49 mittlinjen 
14:45 Rolf VB D J 65.7  2 S OR90BE.10 49  
14:47 Rolf VK D J 65.9  2 S OR90BE.12 49  
14:50 Kjell VG D J 60.7  M7 S OR9013 41  
14:52 Kjell VB D J 61.9  3 S OR9014 41  
14:54 Kjell VK D J 62.0  1 S OR9015 41  

15:18 Krister K D J 35.2  error S  40 
[Afternoon] Wrong 

manoeuvre. 
15:20 Krister K D N 00.0 161 1 S  40 Sol +3.7c 
15:22 Krister V D J 58.2  M7 S  40 Blåsigt 
15:24 Krister V D N 67.4  M7 S  40  
15:27 Björn V D N 64.2  1 S  52  
15:29 Björn V D J 69.5  0 S  52  
15:33 Björn K D J 76.5 178 0 S  52  
15:47 Björn K D N 75.7 186 1 S OR90BA1 52  
16:10 Jimmy V D N 48.6  0 S OR90BG1 71 Fredag 23/2 
16:12 Jimmy V D J 59.3  1 S OR90BG2 71 Fm 
16:14 Jimmy K D N 66.2 160 2 S OR90BG3 71  
16:16 Jimmy K D J 71.4 185 1 S OR90BG4 71  
16:33 Nils K D J 72.1 198 1 S OR90BG5 32  
16:35 Nils K D N 79.5 197 1 S OR90BG6 32  
16:37 Nils V D J 52.7  0 S OR90BG7 32  
16:39 Nils V D N 61.8  1 S OR90BG8 32  
17:10 Lennart V D N 63.2  1 L OR90BH1 46 Em 
17:12 Lennart V D J 66.8  2 L OR90BH2 46 Sol +1.5c 
17:14 Lennart K D N 81.8 225 3 L OR90BH3 46 Blåsigt 
17:16 Lennart K D J 75.3 205 1 L OR90BH4 46 Start 150m 
17:33 Ing-Marie K D J 62.0 168 1 L OR90BH4* 61  
17:35 Ing-Marie K D N 58.8 182 1 L OR90BH5 61  
17:37 Ing-Marie V D J 58.7  1 L OR90BH6 61  
17:39 Ing-Marie V D N 65.9  3 L OR90BH7 61  
17:41 Ing-Marie VB D J 69.5  3 L OR90BH8 61  
17:43 Ing-Marie VK D J 66.3  1 L OR90BH9 61  
17:45 Ing-Marie VG D J 67.6  2 L OR90BH10 61  
18:20 Kerstin K D N 60.8 175 3 U OR90CA1 32 Måndag 26/2 
18:22 Kerstin K D J 68.0 178 0 U OR90CA2 32 Em 
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Session Driver Man Car ABS SS2 Xstop LoCS Tyres File Year Remarks 
:Test 
no. name type     km/h (m)       born   

18:24 Kerstin V D N 71.4  3 U OR90CA3 32 Temp 0c 
18:26 Kerstin V D J 68.2  3 U OR90CA4 32 Mulet 100% 
18:27 Berith V D J 71.8  3 U OR90CA5 46  
18:29 Berith V D N 69.5  1 U OR90CA6 46  
18:31 Berith K D J 73.2 195 1* U OR90CA7 46  
18:33 Berith K D N * 200 3* U OR90CA8 46 PTA 1/69.2 
19:12 Lennart K D N 73.2 179 1 Ö OR90CB1 42 Tisdag 27/2 
19:14 Lennart K D J 73.6 169 0 Ö OR90CB2 42 Fm 
19:16 Lennart V0 D N 82.2  3 Ö OR90CB3 42 Temp -1.2c 
19:18 Lennart VS D N 71.6  1 Ö OR90CB4 42 Snöar 
19:20 Lennart VB D J 77.2  0 Ö OR90CB5 42  
19:22 Lennart V D N 76.5  2 Ö OR90CB6 42  
19:24 Lennart VK D N *  2 Ö OR90CB7 42 PTA 3/75.0 
19:35 Krister V0 D N 72.7  1 Ö OR90CB8 43  
19:37 Krister VK D N 78.2  2 Ö OR90CB9 43  
19:39 Krister VB D J 67.1 186 1 Ö OR90CB10 43  
19:41 Krister VS D N 72.5  2 Ö OR90CB11 43  
19:43 Krister K D J * 182 1 Ö OR90CB12 43 Ingen PTA reg. 
19:45 Krister K D N 72.1 198 0 Ö OR90CB13 43  
19:47 Krister V D J 67.7  2 Ö OR90CB14 43  
20:10 Maria K D J 31.5 156 0* Ö OR90CC1 67 Em 
20:12 Maria K D N 65.1 164 1* Ö OR90CC2 67 Små snöar 
20:14 Maria V0* D N 70.1  3 Ö OR90CC3 67 *Gas? PF 
20:16 Maria VB D N 69.5  3 Ö OR90CC4 67 Temp -0.5c 
20:18 Maria VB D J 75.0  3 Ö OR90CC5 67  
20:20 Maria VK D N 69.9  3 Ö OR90CC6 67  
20:22 Maria VS D N 68.0  3 Ö OR90CC7 67  
20:24 Maria V D J 70.2  3 Ö OR90CC8 67  
20:33 Leif V0* D N 77.6  2 Ö OR90CC9 65 *Gas? PF 
20:35 Leif VS D N 78.6  2 Ö OR90CC10 65  
20:37 Leif VK D N 80.2  3 Ö OR90CC11 65  
20:39 Leif VB D J 80.4 215 2 Ö OR90CC12 65  
20:41 Leif K D N * 201 1* Ö OR90CC13 65 Ingen PTA reg. 
20:43 Leif K D J 70.0 175 1 Ö OR90CC14 65  
20:45 Leif V D J 79.5  2 Ö OR90CC15 65  
21:10 Björn K D N 74.4 205 1 Ö OR90CD1 41 Onsdag 28/2 
21:12 Björn K D J 73.0 188 0 Ö OR90CD2 41 Sol 0c 
21:14 Björn V0 D N 80.6  2 Ö OR90CD3 41  
21:16 Björn VK D N 80.8  2 Ö OR90CD4 41  
21:18 Björn VS D N 78.0  2 Ö OR90CD 41  
21:20 Björn VB D J 79.3 194 2 Ö OR90CD5 41  
21:22 Björn V D J 73.6  3 Ö OR90CD6 41  
21:33 Håkan V0 D N 79.5  M7 Ö OR90CD7,8 47  
21:35 Håkan VB D J 80.6 225 2 Ö OR90CD9 47  
21:37 Håkan VS D N 80.2  2 Ö OR90CD10 47  
21:39 Håkan VK D N 85.9  2 Ö OR90CD11 47  
21:41 Håkan K D J 72.9 172 0* Ö OR90CD12 47  
21:43 Håkan K D N 71.1 178 0* Ö OR90CD13 47  
21:45 Håkan V D J 80.8  2 Ö OR90CD14 47  

22:10 
Nils-

Petter K D J 68.7 169 0* Ö OR90CE1 50 Em 
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Session Driver Man Car ABS SS2 Xstop LoCS Tyres File Year Remarks 
:Test 
no. name type     km/h (m)       born   

22:12 
Nils-

Petter K D N 66.8 192 1 Ö OR90CE2 50 Små snöar 

22:14 
Nils-

Petter V0* D N 68.2  1 Ö OR90CE3 50 *Gas? PF 

22:16 
Nils-

Petter VS D N 72.1  1 Ö OR90CE4 50 Temp 1.1 C 

22:18 
Nils-

Petter VB D J 78.9  3 Ö OR90CE5 50  

22:20 
Nils-

Petter VK D N 70.2  1 Ö OR90CE6 50  

22:22 
Nils-

Petter VK D N 80.2  3 Ö OR90CE7 50  

22:24 
Nils-

Petter V D J 79.3  3 Ö OR90CE8 50  
22:35 Sixten V0* D N 73.2  3 Ö OR90CE9 62 *Gas? PF 
22:37 Sixten VK D N 71.4  3 Ö OR90CE10 62  
22:39 Sixten VB D J 70.7 165 3 Ö OR90CE11 62  
22:41 Sixten VS D N 69.3  1 Ö OR90CE12 62  
22:43 Sixten K D J 67.9 171 1 Ö OR90CE13 62  
22:45 Sixten K D N 67.4 194 1 Ö OR90CE14 62  
22:47 Sixten V D J 72.9  2 Ö OR90CE15 62  
23:17 Kjell K D N 71.4 177 1* Ö OR90CF1 43 Torsdag 1/3 
23:19 Kjell K D N 72.1 176 1 Ö OR90CF2 43 Fm 
23:21 Kjell V0 D N 78.6  1 Ö OR90CF3 43 Sol -1.4 C 
23:23 Kjell VB D J 82.9 187 3 Ö OR90CF4 43  
23:25 Kjell VK D N 89.1  2 Ö OR90CF5 43  
23:27 Kjell VS D N 88.3  3 Ö OR90CF6 43  
23:29 Kjell V D N 85.4  2 Ö OR90CF7 43  
23:41 Milton V0 D N 76.1  1 Ö OR90CF8 45  
23:43 Milton VS D N 75.7  1 Ö OR90CF9 45  
23:45 Milton VK D N 75.3  1 Ö OR90CF10 45  
23:47 Milton VB D J 77.8 205 2 Ö OR90CF11 45  
23:49 Milton K D N 70.7 186 1 Ö OR90CF12 45  
23:51 Milton K D J 71.4 172 0 Ö OR90CF13 45  
23:53 Milton V D J 83.4  2 Ö OR90CF14 45  
24:13 Åke K D J 59.1 196 1 Ö OR90CG1 20 Em 
24:15 Åke K D N 70.5 192 1* Ö OR90CG2 20 Halvk. 3.6 C 
24:17 Åke V D N 62.7  3 Ö OR90CG3 20  
24:19 Åke VK D N 62.8  1 Ö OR90CG4 20  
24:21 Åke VS D N 57.3  1 Ö OR90CG5 20  
24:23 Åke VB D J 59.2 155 2 Ö OR90CG6 20  
24:25 Åke V D J 64.0  0 Ö OR90CG7 20  
24:36 Yvonne V0 D N 71.2  1 Ö OR90CG8 47  
24:38 Yvonne VB D J 76.3 172 3 Ö OR90CG9 47  
24:40 Yvonne VS D N 72.3  3 Ö OR90CG11 47  
24:42 Yvonne VK D N 65.9  3 Ö OR90CG12 47  
24:44 Yvonne K D N 62.3 153 1 Ö OR90CG 47  
24:46 Yvonne K D J 61.9 153 1 Ö OR90CG13 47  
24:48 Yvonne V D J 72.3  3 Ö OR90CG14 47  
25:12 Örjan K D N 70.7 205 1 Ö OR90CH1 63 Fredag 2/3 
25:14 Örjan K D J 67.6 178 0 Ö OR90CH2 63 Fm 
25:16 Örjan V0 D N 80.2  1 Ö OR90CH3 63 Sol -4 C 
25:18 Örjan VK D N 82.7  2 Ö OR90CH4 63  
25:20 Örjan VS D N 74.2  2 Ö OR90CH5 63  
25:22 Örjan VB D J 78.6 205 3 Ö OR90CH6 63  
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Session Driver Man Car ABS SS2 Xstop LoCS Tyres File Year Remarks 
:Test 
no. name type     km/h (m)       born   

25:24 Örjan V D J 78.9  2 Ö OR90CH7 63  
25:35 Tore V0 D N 78.1  1 Ö OR90CH8 38  
25:37 Tore VB D J 80.2 220 2* Ö OR90CH9 38  
25:39 Tore VS D N 82.2  2 Ö OR90CH10 38  
25:41 Tore Vk D N 83.2  2 Ö OR90CH11 38  
25:43 Tore K D J 62.6 176 0 Ö OR90CH12 38  
25:45 Tore K D N 62.3 170 1 Ö OR90CH13 38  
25:47 Tore V D J 79.5  1 Ö OR90CH14 38  
26:10 Börje K D J 61.6 165 0 Ö OR90CI1 40 Em 
26:12 Börje K D N 57.9 185 1 Ö OR90CI2 40 Sol -0.3 C 
26:14 Börje V0 D N 68.5  1 Ö OR90CI3 40  
26:16 Börje VS D N 67.7  1 Ö OR90CI4 40  
26:18 Börje VB D J 74.4 215 M7 Ö OR90CI5 40  
26:20 Börje VK D N 71.8  1 Ö OR90CI6 40  
26:23 Börje V D J 76.8  3 Ö OR90CI7 40  
26:34 Tom V0 D N 69.7  1 Ö OR90CI8 41  
26:36 Tom VK D N 79.3  2 Ö OR90CI9 41  
26:38 Tom VB D J 77.2 220 2 Ö OR90CI10 41  
26:40 Tom VS D N 79.1  3 Ö OR90CI11 41  
26:42 Tom K D N 61.2 163 1* Ö OR90CI12 41  
26:44 Tom K D J 63.0 177 1 Ö OR90CI13 41  
26:46 Tom V D J 76.3  3 Ö OR90CI14 41  
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 Appendix B 
 

Appendix B includes the Matlab plots referring to the sideslip angle pre-study and to the filter 

design for those tests with different sampling rate (in Sessions 1 and 2). Also, some of the main 

Matlab scripts are presented on pages 108 – 113. 

 

 

Figure B 1. Sideslip angles (as a function of time) for test no.5 in Session 6 - VTS fileAG08. 

 

Figure B 2. Sideslip angles (as a function of time) for test no.12 in Session 7 – VTS file AI01. 
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Figure B 3. Sideslip angles (as a function of time) for test no.14 in Session 7 – VTS file AI02. 

 

Figure B 4. Sideslip angles (as a function of time) for test no.21 in Session 13 – VTS file BD03. 

 

Figure B 5. Sideslip angles (as a function of time) for test no.10 in Session 16 – VTS file BG01. 
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Steering wheel velocity filter for subject no.1. 

 

Figure B 6. Test no.34 in Session 1. – VTS file AC02. Steering wheel velocity with filter (bottom) 

and without (top). Sampling rate: 33.8 Hz. 

 

Figure B 7. Test no. 36 in Session 1. – VTS file AC03. Steering wheel velocity with filter (bottom) 

and without (top). Sampling rate: 28.4 Hz. 
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Figure B 8. Delay for both filters, tests no. 34 and no.36 in Session 1 (subject no.1). 

 

Steering wheel velocity filter design for subject no.2. 

 

Figure B 9. Test no.45 in Session 1. – VTS file AC08. Steering wheel velocity with filter (bottom) 

and without (top). Sampling rate: 35.8 Hz. 
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Figure B 10. Test no.47 in Session 1. – VTS file AC09. Steering wheel velocity with filter (bottom) 

and without (top). Sampling rate: 34.3 Hz. 

 

Figure B 11. Delay for both filters, tests no. 45 and no. 47 in Session 1 (subject no.2). 
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Steering wheel velocity filter for subject no.3. Only one test is presented since the sampling 

rate was the same for both the tests carried out by this subject (18.7 Hz). 

 

Figure B 12. Test no.14 in Session 2. – VTS file AD02. Steering wheel velocity with filter (bottom) 

and without (top). Sampling rate: 18.7 Hz. 

 

Figure B 13. Filter delay for test no. 14 in Session 2 (subject no. 3). 
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Steering wheel velocity filter for subject no.4. Only one test is presented since the sampling 

rate was the same for both the tests carried out by this subject (18.7 Hz). 

 

Figure B 14. Test no.23 in Session 2. – VTS file AD07. Steering wheel velocity with filter (bottom) 

and without (top). Sampling rate: 18.7 Hz. 

 

Figure B 15. Filter delay for test no. 23 in Session 2 (subject no.4). 
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Dataplots.m 
clear all; 

[data] = textread('C:\THESIS\Measured Data\car D session 26\or90ci01.vts','','delimiter',',');  

[SWA]=data(:,1); 

[yaw_vel]=data(:,2); 

[lateral_acc]=data(:,3); 

[speed]=data(:,4); 

[longitu_acc]=data(:,5); 

[pacc]=data(:,6); 

[brake]=data(:,7); 

[clutch]=data(:,8); 

time=linspace(0,40,800); 

figure(1); 

 

r1=subplot(5,2,1); 

plot(time,SWA); 

 

set(r1,'Xtick', [0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40]); 

set(r1,'Position', [0.09 0.675 0.37 0.285]); 

xlabel('time of measurement (s)'); 

ylabel('deg'); 

t1=title('Steering Wheel Angle (deg)'); 

set(t1, 'fontweight', 'bold'); 

grid on; 

 

r2=subplot(5,2,2); 

plot(time,yaw_vel); 

set(r2,'Xtick', [0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40]); 

set(r2,'Position', [0.56 0.758 0.37 0.20]) 

xlabel('time of measurement (s)'); 

ylabel('deg/s'); 

t2=title('Yaw Velocity (deg/s)'); 

set(t2, 'fontweight', 'bold'); 

grid on; 

 

r3=subplot(5,2,5); 

plot(time,lateral_acc); 

set(r3,'Xtick', [0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40]); 

set(r3,'Position', [0.09 0.352 0.37 0.218]) 

xlabel('time of measurement (s)'); 

ylabel('m/s^2'); 
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t3=title('Lateral Acceleration (m/s^2)'); 

set(t3, 'fontweight', 'bold'); 

grid on; 

 

r4=subplot(5,2,6); 

l4=plot(time,speed);%,'LineWidth', 1.5); 

set(r4,'Xtick', [0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40]); 

set(r4,'Position', [0.56 0.352 0.37 0.285]) 

set(l4, 'Color', 'red'); 

hold on; 

plot(time,pacc); 

axis([0,40,-10,max(speed)+10]); 

xlabel('time of measurement (s)'); 

t4=title('Speed (km/h)  /  Gas Pedal (mm)'); 

set(t4, 'fontweight', 'bold'); 

grid on; 

 

r5=subplot(5,2,9); 

plot(time,longitu_acc); 

set(r5,'Xtick', [0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40]); 

set(r5,'Position', [0.09 0.07 0.37 0.18]) 

xlabel('time of measurement (s)'); 

ylabel('m/s^2'); 

t5=title('Longitudinal Acceleration (m/s^2)'); 

set(t5, 'fontweight', 'bold'); 

grid on; 

r6=subplot(5,2,10); 

l6=plot(time,brake); 

set(l6, 'Color', 'red'); 

hold on; 

plot(time,clutch); 

set(r6,'Xtick', [0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40]); 

set(r6,'Position', [0.56 0.07 0.37 0.15]) 

axis ([0,40,-0.5,3]); 

xlabel('time of measurement (s)'); 

t6=title('Brakes pedal (0-2)  /  Clutch Pedal (0-1)'); 

set(t6, 'fontweight', 'bold'); 

grid on; 

set(gcf, 'InvertHardCopy', 'off'); 
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sideslipangle.m 
[data] = textread('data/session14/or90be01.vts','','delimiter',',');   

i=1; 

[SWA]=data(:,1); 

[steer_angle]=data(:,1)/20 

[yaw_vel]=data(:,2); 

[lateral_acc]=data(:,3); 

[speed]=data(:,4); 

[longitu_acc]=data(:,5); 

[pacc]=data(:,6); 

time=linspace (0,40,800); 

t_step=0.05; 

a=2.77*0.45; 

r=2.77-a; 

indicator=0; 

limit=2.5; 

for i=1:length(yaw_vel)-1 

if ((yaw_vel(i)>limit)|(yaw_vel<-limit)|(indicator>0))&(indicator<2) 

 indicator=1; 

 if yaw_vel(i)*yaw_vel(i+1)<=0 

 indicator=2; 

 zero_pos=i; 

 end 

 end  

end 

 

i=zero_pos; 

distance=0; 

while abs(distance)<40 

 distance=distance-(speed(i)*t_step); 

 i=i-1; 

end 

yaw_pos(1)=0; 

x_pos(1)=0; 

y_pos(1)=0; 

lateral_vel(1)=0; 

longitu_vel(1)=speed(1);  

for k=2:length(speed) 

 if k<i 

 yaw_pos(k)=0; 

 lateral_vel(k)=0; 
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 longitu_vel(k)=speed(k);  

 else     

 yaw_pos(k)=yaw_pos(k-1)+(yaw_vel(k-1)+yaw_vel(k))/2*t_step; 

lateral_vel(k)=lateral_vel(k-1)+(lateral_acc(k-1)+lateral_acc(k))/2*t_step; 

      longitu_vel(k)=longitu_vel(k-1)+(longitu_acc(k-1)+longitu_acc(k))/2*t_step;  

 end 

x_vel(k)=longitu_vel(k)*abs(cos(yaw_pos(k)/180*pi))-lateral_vel(k)*sin(yaw_pos(k)/180*pi); 

y_vel(k)=longitu_vel(k)*sin(yaw_pos(k)/180*pi)+lateral_vel(k)*abs(cos(yaw_pos(k)/180*pi)); 

beta(k)=(atan(y_vel(k)/x_vel(k)))/pi*180; 

CG_vel(k)=sqrt(x_vel(k)^2+y_vel(k)^2); 

alfa_f(k)=-beta(k)+steer_angle(k)-(a*yaw_vel(k))/CG_vel(k); 

alfa_r(k)=-beta(k)+(r*yaw_vel(k))/CG_vel(k); 

end 

 

 

SWV_LAR_1.m 
for d=1:44 

t=1;  

file1=sprintf(['data/LossofControlScore/driver%d/LoCS_t0%d.txt'],d,t); 

[data1] = textread(file1,'','delimiter','\t');  

Loss1=data1; 

if Loss1 < 3 

file2=sprintf(['data/LAR/driver%d/lar_(2)_max_t%d.txt'],d,t); 

[data2]= textread(file2,'','delimiter','\t');  

LAR1=data2; 

file3=sprintf(['data/SWvelocity/driver%d/SWS_maxspeed_t%d.txt'],d,t); 

[data3] = textread(file3,'','delimiter','\t');  

SWV1=data3; 

file4=sprintf(['data/LossofControlScore/driver%d/LoCS_t0%d.txt'],d,t+1); 

b=exist (file4); 

if b > 0      

[data4] = textread(file4,'','delimiter','\t');  

Loss2=data4; 

if Loss2 < 3                   

file5=sprintf(['data/LAR/driver%d/lar_(2)_max_t%d.txt'],d,t+1); 

[data5] = textread(file5,'','delimiter','\t');  

LAR2=data5; 

file6=sprintf(['data/SWvelocity/driver%d/SWS_maxspeed_t%d.txt'],d,t+1); 

[data6] = textread(file6,'','delimiter','\t');  

SWV2=data6; 
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if  LAR1 > LAR2             

             fid = fopen('text/SWV,1.txt','a'); 

             fprintf(fid,'%g\t',SWV1); 

             status=fclose(fid); 

             fid = fopen('text/LAR,1.txt','a'); 

             fprintf(fid,'%g\t',LAR1); 

             status=fclose(fid); 

else 

              fid = fopen('text/SWV,1.txt','a'); 

             fprintf(fid,'%g\t',SWV2); 

             status=fclose(fid); 

             fid = fopen('text/LAR,1.txt','a'); 

             fprintf(fid,'%g\t',LAR2); 

             status=fclose(fid); 

end 

 

else 

fid = fopen('text/SWV,1.txt','a'); 

             fprintf(fid,'%g\t',SWV1); 

             status=fclose(fid); 

              

             fid = fopen('text/LAR,1.txt','a'); 

             fprintf(fid,'%g\t',LAR1); 

             status=fclose(fid); 

 

end 

else 

fid = fopen('text/SWV,1.txt','a'); 

             fprintf(fid,'%g\t',SWV1); 

             status=fclose(fid); 

             fid = fopen('text/LAR,1.txt','a'); 

             fprintf(fid,'%g\t',LAR1); 

             status=fclose(fid); 

end 

else 

file4=sprintf(['data/LossofControlScore/driver%d/LoCS_t0%d.txt'],d,t+1); 

b=exist (file4); 

 if b > 0 

[data4] = textread(file4,'','delimiter','\t');  

Loss2=data4; 

if Loss2 < 3 
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file5=sprintf(['data/LAR/driver%d/lar_(2)_max_t%d.txt'],d,t+1); 

[data5] = textread(file5,'','delimiter','\t');  

LAR2=data5; 

file6=sprintf(['data/SWvelocity/driver%d/SWS_maxspeed_t%d.txt'],d,t+1); 

[data6] = textread(file6,'','delimiter','\t');  

SWV2=data6; 

fid = fopen('text/SWV,1.txt','a'); 

fprintf(fid,'%g\t',SWV2); 

status=fclose(fid); 

fid = fopen('text/LAR,1.txt','a'); 

fprintf(fid,'%g\t',LAR2); 

status=fclose(fid); 

end 

else 

continue 

end 

end 

end 


